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Abstract 
Practical Impact of Predictor Reliability for Personnel Selection Decisions 
by 
Jisoo Ock 
 
In personnel selection, employment tests are intended to reduce selection errors and 
increase mean performance.  The current thesis examines the impact of psychometric 
properties of the predictors on selection accuracy, or the consistency between selection 
on observed scores versus true scores. Implications for validity and subsequent levels of 
job performance, or prediction accuracy, are also examined in light of common top-down 
personnel selection procedures.  Results reflect the importance of having reliable and 
valid predictor measures; the work also extends ideas in the area of utility analysis.
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Practical Impact of Predictor Reliability for Personnel Selection Decisions 
Organizations often base personnel selection decisions for applicants on scores 
from a battery of employment measures, such as measures of cognitive ability, 
conscientiousness, biodata, and a structured interview.  The organization’s 
determination of effectiveness of a predictor battery is usually based on factors such 
as (a) subgroup mean differences on the composite score, indicating the potential for 
adverse impact and (b) each test in the battery demonstrating job relevance and 
criterion-related validity for organizational outcomes of interest (e.g., performance, 
satisfaction, turnover).  These two benchmarks are fundamental and informative in the 
arenas of science, practice, and litigation.  The current thesis investigates how the 
reliability and validity of the predictors and the criterion, in light of common top-
down selection procedures, produce practical consequences for which applicants get 
selected into an organization and which do not.  Monte Carlo simulation was the tool 
for this investigation.  
Note that it has long been acknowledged in both research and practice that the 
criterion of performance is best viewed as multidimensional and longitudinal in nature 
(Campbell, Gasser, & Oswald, 1996); therefore the validity of a selection battery will 
obviously depend on the substantive nature of the performance criterion (e.g., a 
criterion that is task-based, citizenship-based, or both; Murphy & Shiarella, 1997), 
differential emphasis that are placed on different domains of the performance criterion 
by the rater (Rotundo & Sackett, 2002), and when performance is measured over time 
(e.g., at the point of hire, six months later, or ten years later; Farrell & McDaniel, 
2001; Keil & Cortina, 2001).  A similar argument can be made for other criteria such 
as turnover, job satisfaction or counterproductive work behavior (Hom & Griffeth, 
1991; Rusbult & Farrell, 1983; Youngblood, Mobley, & Meglino, 1983). 
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Previous Literatures on Utility Analysis  
The Principles for the Validation and Use of Selection Procedures (SIOP, 
2003) described the utility of a selection device as the “projected productivity gains or 
utility estimates for each employee and the organization due to the use of the selection 
procedure” (p. 48).  Notably, utility estimates are open to definition here.  Traditional 
methods of estimating selection utility (e.g., index of forecasting efficiency; 
coefficient of determination) rely on the criterion-related validity coefficient and the 
selection ratio (Schmidt, Hunter, McKenzie, & Muldrow, 1979).  Three of the most 
popularly used utility models in selection that incorporate some of these parameters 
are Taylor-Russell (Taylor & Russell, 1939), Naylor-Shine (Naylor & Shine, 1965), 
and Brogden-Cronbach-Gleser models (Brogden, 1946, 1949; Cronbach & Gleser, 
1965), each with a different meaning attached to the quality of selection.  These 
models provide additional information on interpreting the validity coefficient in terms 
of its effects on selection and its implications for utility.  The following sections 
briefly describe each model and explain how the current paper extends them. 
Taylor-Russell model.  In this model, Taylor and Russell defined the utility 
of a selection battery directly in terms of the success ratio that it provides.  This ratio 
is the proportion of selected applicants who are actually successful on a job 
performance criterion, where successful is defined dichotomously (successful vs. not 
successful).  Thus, the numerator contains the successful applicants, or the true 
positives, and the denominator is composed of true positives and false positives, the 
latter comprising applicants who were selected, but their subsequent criterion 
performance did not meet the threshold set by the organization.   
Taylor and Russell (1939) observed that the goal of raising the success ratio is 
not only affected by the validity coefficient of the selection battery; it is also affected 
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by the selection ratio (the proportion of those selected) and the base rate (the 
proportion of applicants who would perform successfully under random selection).   
It is worth explaining the base rate phenomenon.  Taylor and Russell showed 
that utility is affected by the base rate, or the proportion of the applicant population 
that is competent enough to be successful on the job, prior to selection.  Successful 
selection happens when it adds above and beyond the base rate of success by a 
practically useful amount.  When the base rate of success is very low (near zero) or 
very high (near one), then it is very difficult for any selection interventions to improve 
upon the base rate.  Conversely, a selection tool has the potential (but no guarantee) to 
be most useful when the base rate is equal to .50, because this creates the maximum 
amount of variance in the dichotomous variable of success and thus the most room for 
improvement.   
Therefore, higher validities and lower selection ratios (near zero), and base 
rates closest to .50 translate into higher success ratios, and conversely, low validities 
(r near zero), higher selection ratios (near one) and base rates at the extremes (0 or 1) 
lead to lower success ratios. 
Other things being equal, lower selection ratios are associated with higher 
success ratios, or the proportion of successful applicants on the job performance 
criterion among the hired applicants.  As is evident in Figure 1, success ratio is clearly 
higher when the selection ratio is low (
! 
A1
A1+ B1) than when the selection ratio is high 
(
! 
A1+ A2
B1+ B2 ).  However, it should be noted that by lowering the selection ratio, the 
proportion of applicants who would have been successful on the job but rejected on 
the predictor (false negatives) goes up (increase from 
! 
A3 to 
! 
A2 + A3 as selection 
ratio increases).   
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 Figure 1. Effect of varying predictor cutoffs given a bivarate distribution for 
predictor score and criterion score. SR = .25 = predictor cutoff when the selection 
ratio is .25. SR = .75 = predictor cutoff when the selection ratio is .75. 
 
In sum, the Taylor-Russell model (1939) convincingly demonstrates the effect 
that validity, selection ratio, and base rate jointly have on the utility of a selection 
tool.  The model allows easy observation of the tradeoffs that are made when the 
selection parameters are adjusted independently or simultaneously.  That said, the 
Taylor-Russell model makes two key assumptions that serve as its limiting factors.  
First, it does not explicitly account for the loss incurred to the organization by failing 
to hire applicants who would have been successful on the job, but were rejected based 
on their predictor score (false negatives).  These losses are implied by, but expressed 
directly, in the success ratio.  Second, as pointed out by Cascio and Boudreau (2008), 
dichotomizing the utility of the selection tool into performance success vs. 
performance failure makes more sense in jobs where the point of dichotomy is a 
critical one (e.g., at a level of minimally acceptable competence, mastery, or 
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asymptotic performance for most employees).  However, in jobs where the 
relationship between the predictor and the criterion is linear, there is often a valuable 
difference in return between excellent performance and average performance, where 
all levels of performance in selected applicants yield some differential benefit to the 
organization.  Perhaps more importantly, ineffective performance from erroneous 
selection may be especially debilitating for the organization, such as when job 
performance requires interdependent group effort, where highly ineffective 
performance of even one individual is damaging, or when performance contains 
critical components that must be performed with extremely high levels of accuracy, 
yet applicants vary in their success on those components.   
Naylor-Shine model.  In the Naylor-Shine model (1965), the value of the 
selection tool is defined not in terms of a success ratio but in terms of the standard 
deviation (z-score) increase in the criterion that is achieved through selection, given 
specified values of the criterion-related validity and selection ratio (Cascio, 1980; 
Hakstian, Woolley, Woolsey, & Kryger, 1991; Myors, 1993).  Unlike the Taylor-
Russell model, the Naylor-Shine model does not dichotomize utility of the selection 
tool in terms of success and failure.  Rather, it assumes a continuous linear 
relationship between the validity and utility, where an increase in validity between X 
and Y leads to a proportionate criterion score increase in those selected vs. the entire 
applicant pool.  The basic equation underlying the Naylor-Shine model is:  
€ 
Z yi = rxy
λi
φi
 
,where 
! 
Z yi	  is the standardized mean criterion score of those selected, 
! 
rxy 	  is the 
criterion-related validity of the predictor, 
! 
"i 	  is the height of the normal curve at the 
predictor cutoff corresponding to the selection ratio, and 
! 
"i 	  is the selection ratio.  
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Based on this general equation, Naylor-Shine tables can be used to solve for one of 
the parameters, which can be used to answer several important practical questions in 
HR applications.  For example, it may be used by organizations to determine a priori 
the level of parameters that are necessary to achieve a desired outcome (e.g., setting 
the selection ratio for achieving a desired level of increase in performance – in 
standardized units – given a specific validity coefficient of the predictor).  
Brogden-Cronbach-Gleser model.  Neither the Taylor-Russell model nor the 
Naylor-Shine model specifically take into account the ultimate financial gains from 
using a selection tool.  Based on the linearity assumption between the predictor and 
criterion, the Brogden-Cronbach-Gleser model estimates the monetary utility of a 
selection tool (over choosing applicants at random) as a joint function of validity 
between the test scores of the predictor test x and the criterion performance measured 
in dollars, selection ratio, and estimate of the standard deviation of job performance 
(SDy), or the expected value of one standard deviation increase in criterion 
performance, in dollars.  The total expected monetary value of the selected applicants 
is expressed as 
! 
Ys = rxySDy zxs + µy  
, where 
! 
Ys  is the dollar value of mean criterion performance of the selected applicants, 
! 
rxy  is the validity between the predictor test scores and performance criterion, SDy is 
the standard deviation of job performance in dollars, 
! 
zxs  is the mean standard 
predictor test score of the hired applicants, and 
! 
µy 	  is the mean job performance of 
randomly selected applicants in dollars.  To derive an equation that calculates the 
increase in job performance (in dollars) from using the selection process, 
! 
µy 	  is 
transposed to give  
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! 
Ys " µy = rxySDy zxs .	  
The left side of the above equation is expressed as 
! 
"U  to represent change in utility, 
or expected financial benefits of criterion performance from using the selection 
process above and beyond random selection.  Finally, fixed costs associated with 
implementing the selection process is added to the equation to calculate the marginal 
utility, expressed as  
! 
"U = rxySDy zxs #
NaC
Ns
	  
, where Na is the total number of applicants, C is the cost associated with 
implementing the selection process, and Ns is the number of selected applicants.   
This approach to estimating the utility of a selection tool is practical and easy 
to interpret.  However, its application in the organizational literature has been with 
great caution because of the doubts related to the statistical assumption of the model 
and difficulty involved in accurately estimating the parameters, in particular the 
estimate of SDy (Cronbach & Gleser, 1965; Schmidt et al., 1979).  In addition, 
monetary gains from using the selection process is made in comparison to criterion 
performance from random selection, which can make the relevance of its utility 
estimates subject to questions, given that organizations are unlikely, if ever, to select 
applicants at random.  
The purpose of the current thesis is to extend the past literatures on selection 
utility by examining the influence that measurement unreliability could have on the 
organization’s accuracy in making selection decisions, and their subsequent 
implications for its productivity by bringing together the literature on classification 
accuracy (selection accuracy, found more in education) with a different literature on 
utility and validity (found more in organizational psychology).  Although one might 
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think the loss that is incurred due to measurement unreliability might be estimated 
relatively quickly through psychometric corrections (e.g., meta-analysis correction 
formulas), the corrections are not straightforward because of multiple factors such as 
sampling error variance, incidental selection on a composite score, or multiple-hurdle 
selection.  Estimation of utility, mean performance, selection accuracy, and variation 
in these estimates across samples turns out to be much more tractable through 
simulation procedures. 
Classical Test Theory Approach to Measurement Reliability 
A brief review of classical test theory (CTT) will be used as a means to 
introduce the details of the simulation that follows.  CTT partitions the total variance 
on a variable into two independent components: true score variance and random error 
variance.  True score variance includes variance that can be attributed to the stable 
characteristic being measured (e.g., cognitive ability, conscientiousness) plus any 
systematic biases (e.g., systematically rating an irrelevant attribute, such as the 
likability of an applicant; Schmidt, Viswesvaran, & Ones, 2000).  Random error 
variance reflects unmodeled sources of variance assumed to be due to things such as 
idiosyncratic item-wording, differences in item forms or formats, and random 
fluctuations in a person’s responses over time due to mood, fatigue or item-by-person 
interactions.  Reliability is then estimated as the proportion of the total observed-score 
variance that is estimated as true score variance (Lord & Novick, 1968).  Reliability 
can be estimated in various ways depending on the relevant source of measurement 
error one seeks to identify (Cortina, 1993), such as how highly items correlate with 
one another (alpha), whether the rank order of test scores can be reproduced over time 
(test-retest reliability) or how consistently scores are reproduced across different 
versions of the same test (alternate-forms reliability; Cronbach, 1947); combinations 
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of these factors can be incorporated into a single reliability estimate (Le, Schmidt, & 
Putka, 2009).   
The CTT approach to measurement reliability is not without limitations.  
Specifically, it assumes that all unreliability is random.  However, it is reasonable to 
assume that in addition to the random measurement error, systematic bias unrelated to 
the construct of interest can also distort true scores.  Common method variance, such 
as a general liking or disliking of an employee influencing performance ratings by 
that employee’s supervisor, regardless of the performance dimension being rated, 
would be one example (Cardy & Dobbins, 1986; Schmitt, Pulakos, Nason, & 
Whitney, 1996).  As an extension of CTT, generalizability theory uses analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) methods to partition error variance into sources of variance due to 
systematic error and unsystematic error (i.e., error that is identifiable vs. error that is 
random, respectively; Cronbach, Gleser, Nanda, & Rajaratnam, 1972). 
Although generalizability theory might be viewed as an advantageous 
extension of CTT, it contains its own theoretical and practical estimation challenges 
(Brennan, 2001; Gresham, 2003), and the available data often do not allow for 
modeling of systematic sources of error, despite the knowledge that these sources 
likely exist.  For example, it is unrealistic to expect a study design to incorporate 
comprehensive conditions under which variance attributed to the relevant 
measurement facet (source of variance that is of relevance in the estimate of 
reliability) can be generalized to the universe of generalization (Brennan, 2001; Van 
Iddekinge & Ployhart, 2008).  In other words, the amount of variance attributed to the 
measurement facet may be sample specific. 
The reliability of test scores is never perfect, and therefore there is always the 
presence of random error variance, meaning that an applicant’s observed test score 
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will randomly deviate (be higher or lower) from his/her corresponding true score on 
the focal construct being measured, with the expected deviation being greater to the 
extent that the measure is unreliable.  The standard deviation of error variance across 
all individuals is called the standard error of measurement (SEM), or 
! 
" 1# rxx , where 
rxx is the reliability estimate (thus, higher reliability means less error).  The SEM 
indicates the amount of error to be expected across all scores, although of course, the 
exact amount of error for a specific person’s score is unpredictable.  This is why we 
can correct observed criterion-related validities for the measurement error variance in 
a test, as is commonly done in meta-analysis; however, we can never correct 
individual test scores for their associated errors. 
Just as individual test scores cannot be corrected for measurement error, an 
organization cannot correct individual selection decisions made from error-laden test 
scores (otherwise they would).  Measurement error variance thus translates into 
inevitable errors in applicant selection decisions – though hopefully with fewer 
mistakes than relying solely on human judgment.  The question at hand is about the 
practical impact of measurement unreliability in personnel selection, and more 
specifically, how selection errors affect performance errors as a function of 
measurement error variance and the selection procedure.  In addition, the applicant 
sample size influences how variable these effects tend to be from sample to sample.  
The importance of reliable predictor measures for making personnel selection 
decisions is in line with recent literature indicating that the benchmark of .70 for a 
coefficient of reliability is probably too low for many selection purposes, and the 
attribution of this benchmark to Cronbach turns out to be incorrect (Lance, Butts, & 
Michels, 2006).  On the other hand, selection errors made on the basis of a battery of 
measures demonstrating even a moderate level of psychometric reliability and validity 
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can lead to high reliability for the composite and meaningful improvements in 
selection.  As large as some of these selection errors may be, they are likely to be less 
frequent than when conducting selection on the basis of HR selection managers’ 
intuitions, fine-tuned as they might be, because ratings likely fluctuate with respect to 
a specific manager and/or point in time due to variables ranging from ratings scale 
formats, rater capacities (e.g., cognitive limitations of the rater), and rater goals (e.g., 
strategic decisions of the rater) (Bretz, Milkovich, & Read, 1992; Landy & Farr, 
1980; Murphy, Cleveland, Skattebo, & Kinney, 2004; Saal, Downey, & Lahey, 1980).   
Clinical vs. actuarial judgment.  Research has consistently demonstrated that 
actuarial models (e.g., regression or other reasonable mechanical combinations of 
data) tend consistently to outperform expert judgment in the prediction of human 
behavior (Dawes, Faust, & Meehl, 1989; Grove & Meehl, 1996; Highhouse, 2008).  
For example, Grove, Zald, Lebow, Snitz, and Nelson (2000) showed in their meta-
analysis that actuarial prediction tended to produce more accurate or equally accurate 
prediction compared to expert judgment.  Specifically, in 47% (N = 63) of the studies, 
actuarial prediction produced more accurate prediction whereas only 6% (N = 8) of 
the studies showed more accurate outcomes for expert judgment.  The general 
advantage for actuarial prediction was consistent regardless of the field of study 
(general medicine, mental health, personality, and education and training), or type of 
judges (medically trained judges vs. psychologists), or judges’ experience 
(inexperienced vs. seasoned).  Despite the intuition that some experts are better than 
others in their ability to predict future behaviors (Highhouse, 2008), empirical 
evidence has shown otherwise.  For example, Pulakos, Schmitt, Whitney, and Smith 
(1996) showed that even for structured interview, which curbs the influence that 
individual interviewer’s intuitions might exert on the procedure given the formal 
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nature of the application and rating process (Campion, Pursell, & Brown, 1988), the 
differences are likely to be due to chance rather than any real effect, considering the 
variance in the validity of the individual interviewers’ ratings.  In addition, Conway, 
Jako, and Goodman (1995) suggested that because interrater reliability in unstructured 
interview is so low, its ratings could not account for more than 10% of the variance in 
the job performance criterion.  In support of their findings, Cortina, Goldstein, Payne, 
Davison, and Gilliand’s (2000) meta-analysis showed that unstructured interview 
rarely contributed to the prediction of job performance above and beyond the variance 
explained by cognitive ability and conscientiousness (change in R2 ranging from .01 
to .02).  All things considered, expert judgment should be used to inform actuarial 
models but it generally does not improve up on them.  However, this is not to say that 
all testing is mechanical.  Rather, it requires careful considerations regarding its 
ability to predict future human behaviors in the development process, which includes 
the extent to which the measurements are reliable.   
Previous literature on the effect of measurement unreliability on 
classification accuracy.  Using analytic or simulation approaches, several prior 
studies have examined the effect of measurement reliability on selection accuracy, 
which refers to the extent that the same classification decision is made based on true 
score and observed score based on single tests (e.g., Bradlow & Wainer, 1998; 
Rudner, 2001; Subkoviak, 1976; Swaminathan, Hambleton, & Algina, 1974).  
However, not enough attention has been paid to situations where the selection 
decision is based on combining different selection measures.   
As an extension to the previous literature, Millsap and Kwok (2004) used 
latent modeling approach to demonstrate the effect of measurement reliability on 
classification accuracy under various selection situations.  In their simulation, they 
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assumed hypothetical situations where selection is based on a composite score of p 
measured variables.  They then compared the difference in classification accuracy in 
cases where the sum of the error variance (
! 
" ; proportion of score variance that is not 
explained by the focal construct) associated with the p measured variables was high 
(
! 
"  = 3.32 when p = 4; 
! 
"  = 13.67 when p = 16) or low (
! 
"  = 1.41 when p = 4; 
! 
"  = 
3.19 when p = 16).  In their study, 
! 
"  values were chosen to achieve desired levels of 
correlation between the observed and true factor scores, which may not necessarily 
reflect the conditions that are expected in actual selection contexts.  As expected, the 
correlation between the observed scores and true scores differed as a function of the 
difference in the sum of the error variance.  When p = 4, the correlation was .77 with 
high error variance; correlation increased to .88 when the sum of the error variance 
was low.  When p = 16, correlation was .92 with high error variance; correlation again 
increased to p = .98 with low error variance.  Correlations were higher with more 
predictor variables, confirming the earlier findings that longer composites tend to be 
more reliable than shorter composites or each constituents of the composite 
(Hambleton & Slater, 1997).  Expectedly, selection accuracy was higher when the 
sum of the error variance was low for both p = 4 or 16.   
Douglas and Mislevy’s (2010) also estimated the rate of classification 
accuracy based on multiple measures.  In their simulation study, Douglas and Mislevy 
generated a standard multivariate normal data set consisting of true scores for five 
arbitrary tests with the correlation set to r = .60 across all tests.  For each true score, 
three observed scores were generated with a standard deviation equal to the SEM, 
where rxx = .90 for all tests (
! 
1 1" .90 = .32).  Of the three scores, the highest 
observed score was used to match its respective true score to determine classification 
accuracy.  Then, a cutoff criterion was imposed on the true and observed scores, such 
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that the top 70% of scores (or cut score equal to -.525) are selected (or for a 
compensatory model, an average score of -.525 or better).  Classification accuracy 
was then determined as the rate at which the same classification decision (selected vs. 
not selected) was made based on the true score and observed score. 
The authors’ results showed that for a compensatory model with unit-weighted 
predictors, the addition of more predictors resulted in higher classification accuracy 
compared to using a single predictor (91.41% for one test to 95.55% for five tests).  
However, the generalizability of their simulation study is limited in that they 
examined a hypothetical situation where the reliability coefficient for the predictors 
was uniformly high (rxx = .90), generally higher than what is found for many tests 
used in personnel selection.  In addition, Douglas and Mislevy only considered 
classification accuracy based on measurement error variance in the predictor battery 
(i.e., comparing observed scores vs. true scores), whereas the current work also 
considers the effects of selection accuracy on prediction accuracy.  
The Current Simulations 
As useful as predictor batteries may be for selection, they can never be 
expected to perfectly correlate with any organizational outcome of interest.  Besides 
measurement error variance that exists on both sides of the prediction equation, 
unpredictable variance remains at and after the point of selection.  Important 
influences in the workplace, such as individual differences in exposure to job-specific 
training, exposure to experienced team members and effective supervisors, predict 
organizational outcomes.  Yet, applicant test scores do not necessarily predict these 
factors.  Consequently, even applicants selected by the organization, who have 
satisfactory observed predictor scores and satisfactory true predictor scores, may not 
have correspondingly high scores on the criteria of ultimate interest to the hiring 
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organization.  More problematic might be that the organization views its method of 
personnel selection as leading to choosing the most qualified applicants and yet error 
variance in the predictor, along with modest criterion-related validity, may lead to 
selecting applicants whose predicted performance is lower than what might be 
expected, which might even be lower than an acceptable minimum.  Again, these 
sorts of errors are unavoidable in the real world, where only observed scores are 
known, not true scores. 
The goal of current simulations is not to examine the mere existence of these 
errors but rather the extent and practical implications of them for personnel selection.  
Specifically, simulations examine selection accuracy when selection is based on the 
observed predictor scores, but success is based either on the true scores of the 
predictor (i.e., selection accuracy) or the true scores on the criterion.  Certain relative 
improvements in selection can be determined by comparing across simulation 
conditions that vary in their parameters. 
The current project extended previous findings by examining the effect of 
measurement unreliability on classification accuracy, combined with its implications 
for productivity loss for the organization, where the alpha reliabilities of each 
predictor in the composite vary and are based on realistic conditions suggested by the 
organizational literature for what realistically might be found in job applicant data in a 
personnel selection setting: .81 for cognitive ability (Hattrup, O’Connell, & Labrador, 
2005), .84 for structured interview (McDaniel, Whetzel, Schmidt, & Maurer, 1994), 
.78 for conscientiousness (Viswesvaran, & Ones, 2000), and .79 for biodata (Dean, 
2004).  Using alpha as indicator of reliability for structured interview and biodata is 
worth noting.  One aspect in the literature about alpha is that it is a measure of the 
extent to which a general unidimensional construct is present among the items (Crano 
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& Brewer, 1973; Hattie, 1985).  From this perspective, alpha is not an ideal indicator 
of reliability for structured interview and biodata because they are measurement 
methods that usually measure a number of different constructs, rather than measures 
of a specific unidimensional construct domain (constructs that they measure is 
dependent upon the types of items that are administered).  However, a general 
unidimensional factor is a necessary but not a required property for high alpha, which 
is a function of internal consistency, or the degree of interrelatedness among the items 
(Cortina, 1993; Crano & Brewer, 1973).  Thus, even if the items do not uniformly 
load onto a single factor, to the extent that there is close factor interrelatedness and 
low item-specific variance (uniqueness associated with the items), test is 
psychologically interpretable and internally consistent (Cronbach, 1951).  Thus, alpha 
can be a useful index of reliability for structured interview and biodata.   
Terminology.  The current work requires some terminology for making 
selection decisions with less-than-perfectly reliable indicators of the work-relevant 
constructs that they purport to measure.  Making correct and incorrect selection 
decisions due to measurement error variance in the predictor battery will be called 
selection accuracy.  Falling under the umbrella of selection accuracy, there are two 
types of selection successes: Accepting and rejecting those whose observed scores on 
the predictor battery would have led to the same decisions on their corresponding true 
scores on the predictor battery (i.e., true accepts and true rejects, respectively).  There 
are also two types of selection errors, where the selection decision based on the 
predictor battery of observed scores is the opposite of the decision that would have 
been made based on the predictor battery of true scores (if they could be known).  
Namely, one might reject applicants who should have been hired or hire applicants 
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who should have been rejected; these selection errors are called false rejects and false 
accepts, respectively (see Figure 2).   
In reality, selection decisions can only be made based on the unreliable 
observed predictor scores.  Applicants who are actually selected or rejected will be 
called observed score accepts and observed score rejects, respectively.  On the other 
hand, applicants that organizations would have hired or rejected if true predictor 
scores of the applicants would have been available to them will be called true score 
accepts and true score rejects, respectively.   
Figure 2. Illustration of selection accuracy based on score deviations that happen 
because of measurement error variance. Given applicant true score (T1), his/her 
corresponding observed score may be lower (O1) or higher (O2), with the magnitude 
depending on the degree of unreliability.  It can be seen from this figure that applicant 
whose true score meets the cutoff set by the organization (T1) may be correctly 
selected (O2) or erroneously rejected (O1) based on the corresponding observed 
score. 
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Selection Parameters and Conditions 
Combining multiple predictors.  For selection purposes, organizations 
usually assess applicants using sets of predictors involving multiple measures or tests 
(Boudreau, Sturman, & Judge, 1994; Gatewood & Field, 2004) that purport to 
measure their standing on constructs that are intended to predict applicants’ standing 
on the construct(s) that underlie job performance (Binning & Barrett, 1989).  
Regarding the method for combining predictor scores for use in top-down selection 
procedures, organizations can either compute a unit-weighted composite (e.g., 
standardize each variable and then average the z-scores together) or they apply a 
linear regression model, where each predictor variable receive differential weights 
based on predictor intercorrelations and criterion-related validity (Cascio, 1991; 
Gatewood & Field, 2004; Lord, 1962).  Both cases are considered compensatory 
models, because higher scores on some predictors will compensate for lower scores in 
others (Potosky, Bobko, & Roth, 2005).  For example, if scores on cognitive ability 
and conscientiousness measures are standardized, regression weighted, and combined 
for use in top-down selection, then higher cognitive ability scores will compensate for 
lower conscientiousness scores, and conversely, higher conscientiousness scores will 
compensate for lower ability scores.  
Selection based on a compensatory model is appropriate in cases where 
different competencies are allowed to compensate when selecting candidates and 
when predicting a criterion outcome of interest (Kane & Case, 2004).  For example, 
data might suggest that the same level of job performance might arise from two 
different profiles of predictor scores: higher levels of cognitive ability and lower 
levels of conscientiousness, or higher levels of conscientiousness and lower levels of 
cognitive ability.   
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The compensatory model is also appropriate in cases where there is a 
considerable construct overlap among the test components that are used in selection 
(Ben-David, 2000; Kane & Case, 2004).  As the degree of construct overlap increases, 
variance in the scores of the test components become more interdependent.  Thus, a 
high correlation among the test components might recommend aggregating test scores 
to form a unidimensional score from related constructs (Ben-David, 2000).  The 
psychometric theory of internal consistency reliability would be consistent with this 
approach (see Nunnally, 1978) 
More complex decision rules that move beyond this compensatory model are 
also possible, such as using multiple-hurdle model (Cascio, 1991; Gatewood & Field, 
2004; Hills, 1971; Lord, 1962), where large numbers of applicants might be screened 
on tests that are less expensive to administer (e.g., ability and personality tests); then a 
smaller subset of screened applicants receive tests that are more expensive or time 
consuming to administer (e.g., interview, job simulation).   
The rationale for implementing a multiple-hurdle model in selection is based 
on the grounds that a certain level of competency is required in all of the knowledge, 
skills, abilities, and other characteristics (KSAOs) that are measured by the predictor 
battery (Hills, 1971; Lord, 1962).  In multiple-hurdle model, high level of competency 
in one area does not compensate for low level of competency in another for 
acceptable performance.  
Regardless of whether predictor constructs are related, distinct or something in 
between, the compensatory model of selection tends to be more reliable than more 
complex decision rules (Kane & Case, 2004).  To give one example, a single cutoff 
based on a composite of tests will tend to be more reliable than a multiple-hurdle 
system based on multiple cutoffs from multiple tests, because composite in the former 
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will tend to be longer and more reliable than each of the constituent tests in the latter 
(Hambleton & Slater, 1997).  In a simulation study supporting this point, Douglas and 
Mislevy (2010) compared levels of selection accuracy, defined as the proportion of 
subjects who received the same classification based on true scores and observed 
scores, among several different selection models – compensatory, multiple hurdle, 
complementary (requires passing at least one of a number of tests), conjunctive-
complementary (requires passing all tests, and at least one test in a different set of 
tests), and conjunctive-compensatory (requires passing all tests and attaining a 
prescribed total score) – with results indicating  that the compensatory model 
generally provides the highest overall selection accuracy.  Despite the lower 
reliability compared to compensatory model (Douglas & Mislevy, 2010; Hambleton 
& Slater, 1997), multiple-hurdle model is widely used in practice because it can save 
costs when making applicant assessments (De Corte, Lievens, & Sackett, 2006; Hills, 
1971; Sackett & Roth, 1996).   
The choice of selection process (e.g., compensatory vs. multiple hurdle) has 
important effect on who is selected from the applicant pool and the level of resulting 
performance scores (Chester, 2003).  Thus, sensitivity to the nature of different 
decision rules for selection is important and should be implemented based on the 
specific purpose or needs of the organization.  The current simulations focus on both 
compensatory and multiple-hurdle selection models to compare the use of a more 
reliable method (compensatory) vs. a more popular method (multiple-hurdle) on 
organizational benefits in terms of selection accuracy, predicted employee job 
performance, and ultimately any utility estimates derived from these outcomes. 
Selection ratio.  All other things being equal, the selection ratio affects the 
nature of selection decisions in terms of selection accuracy as well as the selection 
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errors that are inevitably made.  More specifically, measurement error variance is 
negatively correlated with the observed score in the pool of those hired, given top-
down selection and a specific selection ratio (Mendoza & Mumford, 1987).  The 
lower the selection ratio, the higher the negative correlation; thus, more stringent 
selection generally leads to fewer false positives, but at the cost of increasing false 
negatives.   
Methods for determining the selection decision point.  The Standards for 
Educational Psychology Testing (1999), and the Uniform Guidelines on Employee 
Selection Procedures (1978) advise that when measurements are used for selection 
purposes, their critical scores should be set so as to reflect the level of knowledge or 
skills expected for acceptable performance within the occupation or profession.  A 
cutoff score on the other hand, defines a specified point on the predictor score 
distribution below which candidates are rejected.  Hopefully, the cutoff score an 
organization sets on its selection measures is higher than or at least equal to the 
critical score to ensure that non-qualified individuals are not selected.  However, in 
selection situations where it is difficult to discern the absolute minimum level of 
knowledge or skills necessary for acceptable performance, cutoff score that the 
organization sets on its selection measures may or may not be aligned with the 
theoretical critical score.  In such cases, even if the selection cutoff is at the point that 
is viewed as a critical score, selection errors (e.g., selection error due to measurement 
unreliability) are likely to occur and pose potentially hazardous consequences for the 
organization (SIOP, 2003).   
In addition to making selection decisions based on specific critical or cutoff 
scores, another strategy is to select candidates in a top-down manner (SIOP, 2003).  
Given that there is a linear relationship between the predictor and the criterion, top-
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down selection generally optimizes the level of predicted criterion performance (with 
the assumption that the predictor weighting is appropriate and there is an appropriate 
amount of variance in the predictor; Cascio, Outtz, Zedeck, & Goldstein, 1991).  
However, with this advantage of the rank ordering selection method comes the 
downside of increased potential for adverse impact when cognitive ability testing is 
involved, as has been demonstrated in a considerable amount of research (e.g., Bobko, 
Roth, & Potosky, 1999; Cascio et al., 1991; Hunter, Schmidt, & Rauschenberger, 
1977; Roth, Switzer, Van Iddekinge, & Oh, 2011; Sackett & Roth, 1991; Sackett, 
Schmitt, Ellingson, & Kabin, 2001).  Organizations may favor a particular alternative 
(maximum performance vs. diversity) depending on the goals or the purposes of the 
selection.  For example, if the primary goal of the selection procedure is to minimize 
the potential for adverse impact, organizations might set a low boundary or reduce the 
regression weights on the cognitive ability score, and they might also set a more 
stringent boundary or increase the regression weights on the non-cognitive ability 
measure scores (e.g., conscientiousness), where racial group mean differences have 
been shown to be smaller compared to mean differences in cognitive ability measures 
(e.g., Barrick & Mount, 1991; Sackett et al., 2001; Sackett & Wilk, 1994).  In doing 
so, racial/ethnic diversity in the selected population increases. 
However, a strong caution against selecting applicants in this manner is if the 
validity of the selection battery is compromised.  If cognitive ability is the most valid 
predictor of job performance, as is often found, then being less selective on this 
measure may reduce adverse impact but also will compromise validity (this is more 
likely to be the case to the extent that job performance is saturated with cognitive 
ability).  For example, De Corte, Lievens, and Sackett (2007) demonstrated that non-
cognitive ability measures had to be weighted substantially heavier relative to 
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cognitive ability measures before satisfying the 4/5ths rule.  Consequently, expected 
standardized criterion performance of the selected applicants decreased from .78 
when maximum importance was placed on job performance to .47 at the point where 
the selection procedure satisfied the 4/5ths rule.  At this point, standardized predictor 
weight placed on cognitive ability decreased from .28 to .00, whereas the weight 
placed on conscientiousness increased from .12 to .79.  To some extent, the tradeoff 
between adverse impact and validity is unavoidable (Ployhart & Holtz, 2008; 
Hoffman & Thornton, 1997).  However, organizations should understand the practical 
consequences of using one selection method versus the other (e.g., tradeoff between 
performance and diversity; Sackett, De Corte, & Lievens, 2010), and they should be 
able to justify their rationale for implementing their selection method.   
Current simulations will focus on two different types of top-down selection 
models: for the multiple-hurdle model, there is top-down selection at each hurdle; and 
for the compensatory model, top-down selection is based on the unit-weighted vs. 
regression-weighted composite scores.  The assumption of top-down selection is that 
organizations are focusing on optimizing prediction of performance outcomes by 
selecting the best applicants out of a fixed pool.  Simulations are based on the 
reasonable assumption that linear relationships exist between each of the predictors 
and the job performance criterion, though the strength of relationship (validity) varies 
by predictor, and predictors are themselves somewhat intercorrelated.  Past findings 
have shown support for the linear relationship between both cognitive ability and 
conscientiousness with the job performance criterion (see Coward & Sackett, 1990, 
and Robie & Ryan, 1999, respectively).  As methods, both structured interview and 
biodata have also shown consistent positive linear relationships with job performance 
criterion (McDaniel et al., 1994; Schmidt & Hunter, 1998).  Thus, the simulation can 
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safely proceed from meta-analytic findings of correlations that indicate linear 
relationships between measures of the predictor and criterion constructs.   
In the current simulations, selection ratio refers to the proportion of candidates 
from the population that is selected by the organization in a top-down manner.  
Because the selection purposes or needs vary both within and across organizations, 
the simulations likewise vary the selection ratio across a range of values.  
Unit-weighted vs. Regression-weighted composite.  In a compensatory 
selection model, organizations assign weights to performance predictors to form a 
single composite score.  Weights can be derived by way of expert judgment, where 
subject matter experts (SMEs) are asked to indicate the relative importance of the 
predictors by assigning weights to them, and then a final set of weights (e.g., an 
average across SME judgments) is applied to each predictor in forming a composite.  
Weights can also be derived from empirical modeling, where linear regression 
weights are derived (either from the data on hand or from a different sample) and then 
applied to the predictors, with the goal of minimizing squared errors of prediction for 
a specific criterion.  The SME and regression approaches are both legitimate 
approaches, but each has caveats that suggest they be used with care (e.g., not all 
SMEs generate the same weights; sensitivity of regression weights to capitalization on 
chance; collinearity between predictors).  
Regarding the criterion-related validity of a composite score, the estimate of 
the multiple correlation in the population is greater as the pattern of the predictor 
ordinary least squares (OLS) regression weights approximate the corresponding 
population regression weights.  This fact is true regardless of the differential pattern 
of criterion-related validity of each individual predictor variables with the criterion, 
intercorrelation among the predictor variables, and ratio of the weights assigned to the 
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predictor variables (Ghiselli, Campbell, & Zedeck, 1981), although all of these factors 
have critical effects on this approximation.   
There is a long history of methodological studies examining the effect of 
different weighting schemes on the reliability and stability of a composite score (e.g., 
Meehl, 1954).  As mentioned earlier, regression models tend to produce better 
prediction compared to expert judgment.  Dawes and Corrigan (1974) replicated this 
finding.  Interestingly however, they also found that a regression model outperformed 
human judgment even when random weights were applied to the predictors.  Ree, 
Carretta, and Earles (1998) found similar results.  In their study, they generated 11 
different sets of randomly generated weights that were assigned to each test within the 
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB; Ree & Carretta, 1994).  The 
results showed that the correlations among the rank-order of the composite scores 
from differentially weighted predictor scores ranged from .97 to 1.00.  Their study 
provided compelling evidence that reliability of the rank-order of the composite 
scores is generally robust.  In fact, Wilks (1938) provided a theorem that 
mathematically showed the conditions under which differentially weighting the 
predictors has little influence on the rank-order of the composite scores.  This is true 
if the regression weights are produced on predictors with even a moderate level of 
positive correlation, and the relative variability of the weights is not great; this is 
especially true as the number of predictors increases under these conditions.  Results 
found in the literature generally have confirmed Wilks’ (1938) theorem (e.g., Allen & 
Yen, 1979; Guilliksen, 1950). 
Similarly, Wainer (1976) provided a mathematical proof that unit-weighting 
the predictor scores to form the composite score also had minimal effect on the 
accuracy of regression models.  He also pointed to a number of benefits of using unit-
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weights, including ease of estimation, and insensitivity of outliers or non-normality of 
the distribution.  The current project focuses on comparing selection models that use 
unit-weighted and regression-weighted composite scores that vary in the reliability of 
those predictors. 
Dimensionality of the job performance criterion.  Van Iddekinge and 
Ployhart (2008) pointed that even though researchers find the idea of 
multidimensional criteria to be theoretically appealing, it has not been justified 
empirically.  This is because the performance ratings criteria are highly 
intercorrelated.  In fact, factor analytic studies that analyzed interrelationships among 
the criterion variables generally have shown evidence for a dominant single factor 
even after correcting for halo error, rater effects, random response error, and transient 
error (Viswesvaran, Schmidt, & Ones, 2005).  Thus, many organizations and 
researchers use overall job performance ratings in practice (Van Iddekinge & 
Ployhart, 2008), including the meta-analytic findings that are used to generate the 
simulation data in the current thesis.   
Selection Utility   
Current simulations contribute to the past work on utility analysis in several 
ways.  In I/O psychology, the utility of a selection battery is often associated with the 
dollar metric (e.g., Boudreau, 1983; Schmidt, Mack, & Hunter, 1984).  Recall, 
however, that selection utility is a general term applied to mean the degree to which 
the selection procedure improves the quality of selection in comparison to what would 
have occurred had it not been used (SIOP, 2003).  In the current thesis, selection 
utility of perfectly reliable predictor measures over that of unreliable predictor 
measures is illustrated in terms of a) relative proportion of the selection success and 
selection error in the predictor, b) mean difference in predictor scores (true vs. 
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observed predictor scores) between the selection decision groups, and c) their 
criterion performance (see Table 1 for summary of the group mean comparisons that 
are made).   
The mean differences in the predictor and criterion scores are illustrated 
through standardized group mean difference (mean group difference between 
selection decision groups over total standard deviation of the population – 1.0), and 
Cohen’s U statistics.  Cohen’s U statistics measure the percentage of overlap (or non-
overlap) between two populations (assuming normality and equal variability) in terms 
of d (Cohen, 1988).  Specifically, U3 is used to report the selection utility in terms of 
performance difference between the comparison groups.  U3 measures the percentage 
of population distribution of the lower scoring group that the mean of the higher 
scoring group exceeds.  For example, if the mean of Group B is two standard 
deviations above the mean of Group A (i.e., d = 2.0), upper half of the distribution of 
Group B exceeds 97.7% of the Group A distribution, so U3 = 97.7%.  
Table 1   
Standardized Mean Comparisons Made  
Mean Comparisons in the Predictor  
Observed predictor scores for the observed score accepts vs. Observed predictor 
scores for the observed score rejects 
True predictor scores for the observed score accepts vs. True predictor scores for the 
observed score rejects  
 
Mean Comparisons in the Criterion  
True criterion scores for the true score accepts vs. True criterion scores for the 
observed score accepts 
True criterion scores for the observed score accepts vs. True criterion scores for the 
observed score rejects 
True criterion scores for the true score accepts vs. True criterion scores for the true 
score rejects  
Notes. Observed score accepts = applicants who were selected based on observed 
predictor scores; Observed score rejects = applicants who were rejected based on 
observed predictor scores; True score accepts = applicants who should have been 
selected had selection been based on true predictor scores; True score rejects = 
applicants who should have been rejected had selection been based on true predictor 
scores.   
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Selection accuracy.  The current thesis presents results on selection accuracy, 
or how much specific influence measurement error variance (unreliability) has on 
selection utility in terms of the proportion of applicants who would receive the same 
selection decision (accept or reject) based on true scores and observed scores on a 
given set of predictors.  Because of measurement unreliability, the rank-order of the 
applicants on the observed predictor scores will not perfectly correspond to the rank-
order on their respective true predictor scores.  Consequently, any top-down selection 
on the observed predictor score will not capture all of the best applicants as reflected 
by their true scores (i.e., random errors of measurement necessarily result in errors of 
selection).  Consider a hypothetical situation where employees are selected based on 
the observed scores of a test.  To the extent that the cutoff point on the predictor is 
higher (i.e., the selection ratio is lower), the proportion of measurement error variance 
in the selected group will be reduced (Mendoza & Mumford, 1987).  Therefore, when 
organizations are more selective, they are saying that a higher true score is important 
to them, and as a result, there is a lower likelihood of observing a score deviation that 
results in false accepts and false rejects; conversely, when the selection ratio is higher 
and organizations are less selective, there is a greater likelihood of both types of 
errors (see Figures 3 and 4).  This illustrates the regression-to-the-mean effect in the 
relationship between observed scores and true scores, as it applies to the selection 
setting.   
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Figure 3. Selection accuracy when organizations are highly selective (SR = .10).  Tc 
and Oc are cut points on true and predictor scores, respectively.  A = true accept 
region; B = true reject region; C = false reject region; D = false accept region.  The 
more the SR deviates from .50, the higher the proportion of classification accuracy (A 
+ B) is relative to classification errors (C + D). 
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 Figure 4. Selection accuracy when organizations are less selective (SR = .40). Tc and 
Oc are cut points for true and predictor scores, respectively.  A = true accept region; B 
= true reject region; C = false reject region; D = false accept region.  When SR is 
high, relative proportion of classification accuracy (A + B) is lower compared to 
classification error (C + D). 
 
For the multiple-hurdle selection, true accepts were defined as applicants 
who were selected based on their true predictor scores and observed predictor scores 
on all of the selection hurdles.  On the other hand, false accepts were defined as 
applicants who were selected based on their observed predictor scores, but would not 
have been selected on at least one of the selection hurdles based on their true predictor 
scores.  I investigated the rate of selection success (true accepts) and selection errors 
(false accepts) only among the selected applicants because of the difficulty involved 
in distinguishing the difference between false accepts and false rejects.  Considering 
the fact that erroneously hired applicants are in an immediate position to potentially 
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slow or even hurt the organizational performance, organizations may be more likely 
to be interested in the rate at which selection errors occur among the selected 
applicants.  The proportion of selection success (or selection error) illustrates the rate 
of selection accuracy that a selection battery with a given measurement reliability can 
produce.   
Selection outcomes are to be contrasted with the more commonly identified 
prediction accuracy that matches applicants’ observed predictor scores against their 
respective criterion scores (e.g., if fallible predictors are used operationally to predict 
true levels of performance; Binning & Barrett, 1989).  Under the umbrella of 
prediction accuracy, prediction successes happen when hired applicants meet the 
expected standard of performance or applicants who are not hired would not have 
reached this standard; these successes are called true positives and true negatives, 
respectively.  Conversely, prediction errors happen when hired applicants do not 
meet standards, or rejected applicants would have met the standard; these errors are 
called false positives and false negatives, respectively.  These prediction accuracy 
rates are not computed in the current simulations because I am not dichotomizing 
performance criterion scores (success vs. failure).  This dichotomizing might be 
useful for thinking about percentage of selection success from the selection process 
(as is done in the Taylor-Russell model), but organizations often do not set these 
specific standards or those standards are based on arbitrary managerial consensus 
(Cascio, 1980) that may not be generalizable to different job contexts. 
Mean comparisons on the predictor.  Because of measurement 
unreliability, the correlation between the observed predictor scores and the true 
predictor scores is less than 1.00.  Therefore, when selection is based on the observed 
scores of the predictors, there will be selection errors, where mean true scores of those 
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falsely selected will be lower than their mean observed scores.  Similarly, the mean 
true scores of those falsely rejected will be higher than their mean observed scores.  
The purpose of this comparison is to illustrate that utility in terms of mean predicted 
performance that is thought to be gained through using the selection tool should be 
more conservative than is suggested by the difference in the mean observed predictor 
scores between the selected group and the rejected group. 
To illustrate the effect of measurement unreliability on mean predictor scores, 
I compared the mean observed and true predictor scores between the observed score 
accepts (true accepts and false accepts) and the observed score rejects (true rejects 
and false rejects).  Same comparisons were made in the multiple hurdles model 
condition, where the selected group comprised of applicants who passed all selection 
hurdles based on their observed predictor scores, and the rejected group comprised of 
applicants who did not (mean comparisons between selection decision groups were 
based on the applicants’ composite predictor scores rather than their predictor scores 
on a specific selection hurdle).   
Mean comparisons on the criterion.  Not only are predictor scores 
imperfect indicators of their respective true scores; predictor batteries should never be 
expected to correlate perfectly with the organizational outcome of interest.  Therefore, 
in addition to measurement errors in the predictor, further selection errors occur when 
the applicants’ observed or true predictor scores are used to predict respective true 
criterion score.  In turn, selection errors have implications for subsequent criterion 
performance, as reflected by average true scores on the criterion for those who were 
selected.  Rather than modeling the relative rates at which selection errors occur in the 
criterion, the focus is on how measurement unreliability affects the outcomes of 
selection in terms of mean difference in the true criterion performance between when 
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selection is based on observed predictor scores versus when selection is based on true 
predictor scores.   
Latent constructs, such as job performance, are impossible to measure 
directly.  Thus, we make inferences about test-takers’ true standing on the focal 
ability based on the observed scores from some form of indirect measure of the 
construct (Binning & Barrett, 1989).  Although organizational decisions about HR 
practices (e.g., promotion, termination) are based on observed performance scores, 
current thesis is interested in predicting the theoretical standing on the job 
performance construct.   
For both compensatory and multiple-hurdle model selections, I first 
compared the difference in mean criterion performance between the observed score 
selects and the true score selects.  Any difference in this comparison illustrates the 
gains in utility in terms of mean criterion performance that organizations could 
achieve from selections based on perfectly reliable predictor measures in comparison 
to selections based on unreliable predictor measures.  I then compared the difference 
in mean criterion performance between the observed score accepts and the observed 
score rejects versus the difference between the true score accepts and the true score 
rejects.  The magnitude to which the difference in criterion performance between the 
selection decision groups is greater for the true score accepts – true score rejects 
comparisons than to observed score accepts – observed score rejects comparisons 
illustrates the improvement in distinction between the selection decision groups that 
could be made from selection based on perfectly reliable predictor measures in 
comparison to selections based on unreliable predictor measures.   
The overall objective of this project is to provide a sample illustration of the 
effect that the aforementioned effects of the predictor reliability; criterion reliability 
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and validity; selection ratio; and intercorrelations and weighting regression have on 
the accuracy of selection decisions, and outcomes of selection in terms of the mean 
difference in the predictor score and criterion performance between the selection 
decision groups.  Note that the values of the parameter estimates (e.g., validity 
coefficients, reliability estimates) or the assumptions made in the current simulations 
(e.g., conceptualization of the variables) may differ considerably depending on the 
specific context or theory.  Rather viewing the assumptions underlying the 
characteristics of the selection situations and the resulting outcomes as the definitive 
summary, they should be viewed as an illustration of the general principles of the 
effect that measurement unreliability could have across a range of selection situations 
for a range of different jobs. 
Method 
The current simulations are based on a population correlation matrix from 
Roth et al. (2011), containing predictor and criterion variables relevant to personnel 
selection: cognitive ability, structured interview, conscientiousness, and biodata as 
predictors, and an overall job performance criterion. (This correlation matrix updates 
a similar one generated from the meta-analysis by Bobko et al. (1999).  Critically, 
Roth et al. improved on Bobko et al. (1999) by including more recent meta-analytic 
findings, making more refined distinctions (e.g., validities for high vs. low-
complexity jobs) and attempting to correct correlations for range restriction to reflect 
relationships in the job applicant pool (vs. the more selective incumbent pool that 
tends to reflect attenuated correlations).  For validity estimates, they also substituted 
the observed validity coefficients with operational validities (validities corrected for 
both range restriction and criterion unreliability); for variable intercorrelations, they 
substituted the observed correlations with meta-analytic studies between each pair of 
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the predictor variables, correcting them for range restriction.  Note that two predictor 
intercorrelations (structured interview – biodata and conscientiousness – biodata) 
could not be corrected due to lack of appropriate information on range restriction.   
Based on this matrix, Roth et al. (2011) then generated predictor and job 
performance criterion data based on both the uncorrected and corrected matrices and 
for each matrix conducted a multiple regression analysis by regressing job 
performance on the predictor variables.  Results showed that, as would be expected, 
using the corrected input matrix greatly increased the multiple correlation coefficient 
(R = .75 for medium-complexity jobs) compared to the multiple correlation 
coefficient based on the uncorrected input matrix (R = .48).  Perhaps somewhat less 
expected was the way in which the pattern of beta weights changed between corrected 
and uncorrected matrices.  Based on the corrected input matrix, the beta weight for 
cognitive ability increased from .20 (uncorrected) to .40, whereas the beta weight for 
biodata decreased from .14 (uncorrected) to .00 (i.e., biodata showed no incremental 
validity in the context of the full regression model).  Our results will differ from Roth 
et al. because we are also considering predictors corrected for measurement error 
variance, and we are examining a different level of unreliability for the performance 
criterion.  
Input correlation matrix.  Table 2 shows the correlation matrix used in the 
current simulation.  Values below the main diagonal are the observed correlations 
from Roth et al. (2011) that are corrected only for range restriction.  All of these 
values are attenuated by unreliability of measurement, except the operational 
validities from Roth et al., which are corrected for criterion reliability.  The current 
simulation requires all of the observed correlations in the applicant pool; therefore the 
operational validities were attenuated based on reported criterion reliability values 
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that Roth et al. used with respect to each criterion.  Although these values were not 
reported, I was able to obtain them by referring back to the meta-analyses that Roth et 
al. cited.  The criterion reliability estimates associated with each predictor were: .60 
(Hunter, 1986) and .52 (Salgado, Anderson, Moscoso, Bertuna, & de Fruyt, 2003a; 
Salgado et al., 2003b) for cognitive ability, .60 for structured interview (Potosky et 
al., 2005), .59 for conscientiousness (Hurtz & Donovan, 2000), and .64 for biodata 
(Rothstein, Schmidt, Erwin, Owens, & Sparks, 1990).  The average of these values for 
criterion unreliability across all predictors were used for correction (.59). 
Next, values above the main diagonal in Table 2 are true correlations that 
disattenuate the observed validities (below the diagonal) by reliability estimates 
(alphas) in both the predictor and the criterion.  Thus, these correlations are corrected 
for the effects of both range restriction and the reliability of each variable involved in 
the correlation (i.e., predictor-predictor or predictor-criterion correlation).   
Criterion-related validity for cognitive ability.  Recognizing that job 
complexity has important theoretical implications for understanding criterion-related 
validity estimates for cognitive ability in employment settings (Hunter 1986), Roth et 
al. (2011) reported two separate validity estimates: one for medium-complexity jobs, 
and one for low-complexity jobs.  They obtained these values by averaging validities 
by level of job complexity across the studies by Hunter (1986), and Salgado et al. 
(2003a; 2003b).  In the current simulation that bases itself on overall estimates of 
validity, I decided to average the meta-analytic validities Roth et al. report across all 
three levels of job complexity (high-, medium-, and low-complexity).  Although job 
complexity is an important moderator to consider, and although it is generally 
important for simulation studies to use multiple values to be able to illustrate the 
range of potential outcomes that might arise across contexts (Schmitt, Rogers, Chan, 
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Sheppard, & Jennings, 1997), general estimate of the validity for cognitive ability is 
sufficient to illustrate the purpose of the current study.  In addition, all other 
correlations in Roth et al. do not take job complexity into account.   
Table 2      
Observed and Corrected Zero-Order Correlations between Four Predictors and Job 
Performance 
Measure 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
1. Cognitive ability (.81)a .38 .04 .46 .57 
2. Structured interview .31 (.84)b .16 .20 .53 
3. Conscientiousness .03 .13 (.78)c .65 .25 
4. Biodata .37 .16 .51 (.79)d .37 
5. Job performance .40 .37 .17 .26 (.59) 
Notes. Alpha reliabilities are shown in parentheses along the main diagonal. Observed 
correlations from Roth, Switzer, Van Iddekinge, and Oh (2011) are below the main 
diagonal.  These correlations reflect job incumbent correlations that were corrected for 
range restriction, with the exception of the biodata-structured interview and biodata-
conscientiousness correlations, where authors could not find appropriately corrected 
correlations.  True correlations are above the main diagonal; these are also corrected for 
measurement error variance in the predictor and criterion (one can attenuate these by 
predictor reliability to obtain operational validities).  Alpha reliabilities come from the 
following sources: a for cognitive ability, see Hattrup, O’Connell, and Labrador (2005); b 
for the structured interview, see McDaniel, Whetzel, Schmidt, and Mauer (1994); c for 
conscientiousness, see Viswesvaran, and Ones (2000); d for biodata, see Dean (2004) 
 
Thus, to illustrate some general principles, the current thesis focuses on a 
relatively specific and limited case for illustration, based on a reasonable and current 
set of correlations that are derived from the Roth et al. (2011) meta-analysis of 
employment research: Table 2 shows the correlations between four predictors and one 
criterion that are used to generate data with a multivariate normal distribution.  I 
generated sample realizations of true scores as well as their corresponding observed 
scores, given the reliability coefficients and intercorrelations for these five variables 
(see Kaiser & Dickman, 1962, for the singular value decomposition method 
employed).  Predictor composite scores and criterion scores were standardized within 
the true score data and observed score data, to ensure comparability.  
Mathematically, if the observed score is XO, the true score is XT, and the 
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population reliability is rxx, then the formula for generating observed scores in the 
sample is:  
  
, where  is the mean of the true scores in the sample, and  is a score from a 
random normal distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one.  The 
equation shows how this standard deviation gets adjusted by the standard error of 
measurement; the higher the reliability, the lower the standard deviation of the error 
score. 
The simulation then performs top-down selection on the observed predictor 
scores three times, once based on the unit-weighted predictor composite, once based 
on the regression-based predictor composite, and once for multiple-hurdle selection 
(see Table 3 for a list of assumptions made in the current simulation).  Selection 
accuracy is first examined, comparing selection based on applicants’ true predictor 
scores vs. their observed predictor scores and identifying applicants who were 
correctly selected or correctly rejected based on their observed predictor scores (true 
accepts and true rejects, respectively), and also identifying applicants who were 
incorrectly selected or incorrectly rejected on the observed predictor score (false 
accepts and false rejects, respectively, where the true score indicates the opposite 
selection decision should have been made).  These comparisons were made for 
compensatory selection models that vary in the selection ratios (SR = .10, .20, .40), as 
well as for the multiple-hurdles model (to be described shortly).  Mean levels of true 
and observed predictor scores, as well as true criterion scores, were then calculated 
for each type of selection decision (i.e., selected vs. rejected).  I also varied the 
number of applicants across three levels (N = 250, 500, 1000).  Although the average 
results across 1,000 replications should essentially be the same regardless of the 
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sample size, varying sample sizes for each condition allows one to understand how 
much one can expect results within a single selection setting (replication) to vary from 
the expected value.  This is obviously important, because an organization wants to 
know what value to expect in their situation, and their situation may not yield the 
average result when there is a lot of associated variability due to a smaller sample 
size.  As outlined in Table 3, I examined 108 different combinations of selection ratio, 
number of applicants, selection decision rules (unit-weighted compensatory, 
regression-weighted compensatory, multiple hurdles), predictor reliability (true and 
observed), and criterion reliability (true and observed) in a 3 × 3 × 3 × 2 × 2 factorial 
design. 
Table 3  
Characteristics and Parameters of Selection Simulations 
Predictors 
Cognitive ability, conscientiousness, biodata, structured interview 
Criterion 
Overall job performance 
Selection Method 
Compensatory vs. multiple hurdles 
 
Parameters  
 
Compensatory Selection (two methods) 
Regression-weighted 
Unit-weighted 
Multiple-hurdle Selection(one method) 
Hurdle 1: SR = .70 based on cognitive ability scores 
Hurdle 2: SR = .50 based on conscientiousness + biodata (unit-weighted) scores 
Hurdle 3: SR = .20 based on structured interview scores 
Predictor reliability: 
True scores (perfect reliability) 
Realistic reliability: .81 for cognitive ability; .84 for structured interview; .78 for 
conscientiousness; .79 for biodata 
Criterion reliability 
True scores (perfect reliability) 
Realistic reliability: .59 
Selection ratios: .10, .20, .40 
Number of applicants: 250, 500, 1000 
Note. For each condition, simulations are replicated 1,000 times, then the mean and 
standard deviation of the results across replications are reported. 
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Multiple-hurdle process.  For practical reasons, organizations often screen a 
large number of initial applicants with measures that are relatively quick and 
inexpensive to administer, and then apply more time-intensive and costly measures on 
a more limited sample (Schmidt & Hunter, 1998).  Thus, cognitive ability related 
measures are often used as the initial screening tool given their validity and low costs 
(Roth, Bobko, Switzer, & Dean, 2001).  On the other hand, structured interviews are 
often used in the later part of a selection procedure because of the higher requirements 
of time, cost, and effort.  Consequently, many of the organizations in the public sector 
(e.g., Dipboye, Gaugler, Hayes, & Parker, 1999; Distefano & Pryer, 1987), and the 
private sector (e.g., Kaiser, Adorno, Williams, & Binning, 1996; Roth & Campion, 
1992; Sackett & Wilk, 1994) use cognitive ability measure as the initial screening 
process before interviews.   
 The multiple-hurdle simulation is aligned with these notions by assuming that 
70% of the applicants are selected on the initial cognitive ability measure; then 50% 
of the applicants who passed the cognitive ability test are selected on the combined 
conscientiousness and biodata scores in the second hurdle, and finally, 20% of the 
applicants who passed the second hurdle are selected on the structured interview in 
the final hurdle.  Overall, 7% of the original applicant sample is selected from the 
multiple-hurdle selection process.   
 There are certainly a number of other potential selection scenarios that are 
justifiable for conceptual, practical, and legal reasons.  The assumptions in the current 
simulations certainly do not reflect the wider range of parameters or the additional 
factors that could be incorporated (some of which are mentioned in conclusion).  
Instead, the purpose of the current simulations is to illustrate the general principle 
about the practical influence that measurement artifacts have on selection under a 
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realistic set of conditions implied from meta-analysis of variables relevant to 
personnel selection.   
Procedures 
Simulations were programmed using R Code (R Development Core Team, 
2009).  Population regression weights are based on my version of the Roth et al. 
(2011) correlation matrix, as previously described, in order to calculate the predictor 
beta-weights for true scores and observed scores, respectively (i.e., B=inv(Rxx)Rxy, 
where Rxx and Rxy are the p×p and p×1 partitions of either the corrected or 
uncorrected correlation matrix for p predictors and one criterion).  Within each 
combination of the simulation parameters, I replicated the aforementioned selection 
process 1,000 times to calculate (a) the mean rate of selection for each type of 
selection decision on the true predictor score (true accept, true reject, false accept, 
false reject), (b) the mean predictor score, and (c) the mean true criterion score for the 
different selection decision groups.  Certainly these mean values could be obtained 
from one large sample rather than 1,000 replicates.  However, replicates are useful 
because of the expected variability in results across samples of the same size.  An 
organization will have a single sample, and as such, it may not achieve results that are 
the same as a mean value; their results will deviate in ways consistent with the 
variability to be expected in that situation.  Therefore, for each selection scenario 
studied in the simulation, the standard deviations of these results across replications 
index the variability to be expected for a given sample size and selection condition. 
Initial Findings 
Under the compensatory selection method, I examined the mean rate of 
selection accuracy (true accepts and true rejects) and selection errors (false accepts 
and false rejects), and the mean predictor scores (true vs. observed) within each type 
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of selection decision.  I examined 12 different combinations of three factors: the 
selection ratio (SR = .10, .20, .40), predictor reliability (unreliable vs. perfectly 
reliable) and composite predictor weighting (regression-weighted vs. unit-weighted) 
in a 3 × 2 × 2 factorial design.  I assumed a selection situation where the number of 
applicants is 250 and the criterion reliability is .65.  Note that Roth et al.’s (2011) 
findings were not yet available when these initial results were generated.  Therefore, 
the parameter estimates in the input true correlation matrix that was used to generate 
the true score data was only corrected for predictor unreliability listed above. 
Selection on True vs. Observed Predictor Scores  
Results compare applicants who would have been selected based on their true 
predictor score composite versus their observed predictor composite score (see Table 
4).  As was expected, selection errors in the predictor (i.e., false accepts and false 
rejects) increased as the selection ratio increased (i.e., less selectivity).  However, it is 
worth noting that the increase in the rate of errors was small (see Table 5).
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Table 4     
Standardized Mean Predictor Composite Scores 
Unit-Weighted Composite   
 True scores    
 Selected? Yes No  
Observed 
scores 
Yes SR=.10: 1.84 (.08) 
SR=.20: 1.48 (.05) 
SR=.40: 1.04 (.02) 
SR=.10: 1.04 (.10) 
SR=.20: .61 (.07) 
SR=.40: .03 (.07) 
 
 
 No SR=.10: 1.47 (.09) 
SR=.20: 1.04 (.07) 
SR=.40: .47 (.06) 
SR=.10: -.23 (.01) 
SR=.20: -.40 (.01) 
SR=.40: -.71 (.02) 
 
     
Regression-Weighted Composite   
 True scores    
 Selected? Yes No  
Observed 
scores 
Yes SR=.10: 1.84 (.08) 
SR=.20: 1.48 (.05) 
SR=.40: 1.05 (.02) 
SR=.10: 1.03 (.10) 
SR=.20: .60 (.08) 
SR=.40: .02 (.07) 
 
 
 No SR=.10: 1.48 (.09) 
SR=.20: 1.04 (.07) 
SR=.40: .47 (.06) 
SR=.10: -.23 (.01) 
SR=.20: -.40 (.01) 
SR=.40: -.71 (.02) 
 
     
Note. N = 250.     
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Table 5     
Percent of Selection Success and Selection Errors  
Unit-Weighted Composite   
 True scores    
 Selected? Yes No  
Observed 
scores 
Yes SR=.10: .08 
SR=.20: .16 
SR=.40: .34 
SR=.10: .02 
SR=.20: .04 
SR=.40: .06 
 
 No SR=.10: .02 
SR=.20: .04 
SR=.40: .06 
SR=.10: .88 
SR=.20: .76 
SR=.40: .54 
 
     
Regression-Weighted Composite   
 True scores    
 Selected? Yes No  
Observed 
scores 
Yes SR=.10: .07 
SR=.20: .16 
SR=.40: .34 
SR=.10: .03 
SR=.20: .04 
SR=.40: .06 
 
 No SR=.10: .03 
SR=.20: .04 
SR=.40: .06 
SR=.10: .87 
SR=.20: .76 
SR=.40: .54 
 
     
Note. N = 250. All standard deviations for the proportions across 1,000 replications are < .01. 
 
Table 6 shows the true and observed standardized mean predictor scores for 
all selection decisions.  The results across selection ratios generally showed that there 
was a distinct difference between the mean true predictor scores and mean observed 
predictor scores between those selected and rejected (based on observed predictor 
scores).  When selection is based on the unreliable predictor scores, then the 
corresponding mean true predictor scores are attenuated (similar to the attenuation of 
standardized mean differences that are corrected for in meta-analysis); thus, the 
difference between the mean true predictor score on the composite between those 
selected and rejected was smaller.  Table 6 shows that for true accepts, their 
standardized mean scores on the unreliable predictor scores and their corresponding 
true scores are the same.  For false accepts however, their mean true scores are 
attenuated from their observed scores, therefore lowering the mean true score of the 
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selected group.  Similarly, for true rejects, their standardized mean scores on the 
unreliable predictor scores and their corresponding true scores are the same.  For false 
rejects however, their mean true scores are higher than their mean observed scores, 
therefore increasing the mean true score of the rejected group.  These results directly 
reflect the influence that predictor unreliability has on selection errors.  For true 
accepts and true rejects, their mean level of predictor scores remained the same 
regardless of whether selection is done on true or observed predictor scores.  
However, true score of the false accepts was lower than their observed score, and true 
score of the false rejects was reciprocally higher than their observed score.  These 
score differences reflect what the organization could have gained through selection on 
perfectly reliable predictors.   
Although this basic result is based on one focused selection scenario, it can 
provide a wealth of information about mean differences, selection errors, and 
selection decisions that will be provided in greater detail within the full analysis that 
is to follow. 
Table 6     
Standardized Mean Composite Scores for each Selection Condition 
Mean Observed Scores     
 True Accepts  False Accepts True Rejects False Rejects  
SR = .10 1.84 1.48 -0.23 1.03 
SR = .20 1.49 1.05 -0.40 0.60 
SR = .40 1.04 0.47 -0.71 0.03 
Mean True Scores    
 True Accepts  False Accepts True Rejects False Rejects  
SR = .10 1.84 1.03 -0.23 1.47 
SR = .20 1.49 0.60 -0.40 1.05 
SR = .40 1.04 0.03 -0.71 0.47 
 
Unit-Weighted vs. Regression-Weighted Composite  
The percent of selection success and selection error, and their mean predictor 
composite scores were almost identical for each condition, whether selection was 
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based on a unit-weighted or regression-weighted composite score.  Consistent with 
what was expected from regression-to-the-mean effect, the rate of false accepts 
decreased as the selection ratio decreased.  
Even this single scenario provides an illustration of how predictor reliability 
affects the practical outcome of selection accuracy.  To the extent that a predictor 
composite is able to accurately capture the test-taker’s true standing on the constructs 
being measured, both organizations and applicants will benefit by avoiding erroneous 
selection decisions.  Future simulations that extend this work will generalize the 
present selection scenario those that vary the number of predictors as well as the 
pattern and level of predictor reliabilities, intercorrelations, and criterion-related 
validities. 
Discussion of the Initial Findings 
Past simulations have illustrated the important effects that psychometric 
properties of measures (e.g., measurement reliability, criterion-related validity) and 
organizational selection practices (e.g., complex decision rules, selection ratio) 
together have on the practical outcomes of personnel selection.  However, these 
effects often get lost in translation when attempting to communicate how they affect 
personnel selection strategies in practical terms.  Although several studies have 
examined the effect of measurement reliability on selection accuracy, they have been 
based on single tests and not situations typical in personnel selection, where a 
selection decision is based on various combinations of selection measures.  Douglas 
and Mislevy (2010) acknowledged this issue and conducted a simulation study to 
examine the effect of measurement reliability on selection accuracy based on multiple 
tests.  However, they assumed a hypothetical situation where the reliability coefficient 
for the predictors was uniformly high (rxx = .90) and above a level that is more typical.  
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The purpose of the current study was to examine how the types and levels of 
measurement and situational factors relevant to personnel selection combine in the 
aggregate to influence selection decisions.  
As expected by the regression-to-the-mean effect when selecting observed 
predictor composite scores in a top-down manner, and range restriction in the error 
variance, a lower selection ratio was associated with lower rate of false accepts and 
false rejects with respect to true predictor composite scores.  This is evident in that 
the difference in the standardized mean composite score between the selected group 
(true accepts and false rejects), and the rejected group (true rejects and false accepts) 
continue to increase as the selection ratio decreased for all conditions considered in 
the study (mean difference of 1.26 when the selection ratio = .10; mean difference of 
1.09 when the selection ratio = .40).  In other words, there was a more distinctive 
difference between the selected group and rejected group with lower selection ratio 
because there were fewer selection errors.  In addition, I illustrated the effect that 
relatively high measurement reliability (composite alpha = .90) has on selection 
accuracy and mean composite score of the selected and unselected applicants.  The 
results showed that organizations may erroneously hire up to 6% of false accepts and 
also mistakenly turn down 6% of false rejects when the selection ratio is 40% for both 
unit-weighted and regression-weighted composite.  This contrasts with 2% error rate 
for false accepts and false rejects when the selection ratio is 10%.  The results showed 
that error rates decreased as the selection ratio decreased.  Another interesting finding 
was that the pattern of results was almost identical in both unit-weighted and 
regression-weighted composite scores.  This finding is aligned with the classic notion 
(Gulliksen, 1950) that different weighting systems have minimal impact on composite 
scores when many predictors are used and the predictors are highly correlated.  This 
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study used four predictors, and the intercorrelation among the predictors ranged from 
r = .00 to r = .65 (corrected for measurement reliability). This evidence may indicate 
which combination of the number of predictors and predictor intercorrelations will 
distinguish the effectiveness or indifference of various weighting schemes on the 
composite score reliability.  
Research Hypotheses 
In addition to the expected increase in selection errors with lower 
measurement reliability, logical hypotheses regarding the influence of the selection 
parameters previously discussed follows: 
H1a: Selection errors (false accepts and false rejects) will increase as the 
selection ratio increases because with greater proportion of applicants being 
selected, there is higher likelihood of misclassification on selection. 
Also, a longer composite for a single cutoff based on a composite of tests will 
tend to be more reliable than each of the constituent tests in a multiple-hurdle 
selection based on multiple cutoffs.  Thus,  
H1b: Selection based on a compensatory model will be more reliable 
compared to selection based on a multiple-hurdle model.  
As a consequence of selection errors due to predictor unreliability, expected 
gains in predicted performance through the use of the selection battery will be smaller 
compared to actual gains in predicted performance implied from predictor scores.  
Thus,  
H2: The difference in true mean predictor score between the selected group 
and the rejected group will be smaller compared to the difference in observed mean 
predictor score between the selected group and the rejected group.   
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Predictor batteries are not perfectly correlated with job performance.  Thus, 
selection errors in the predictor from measurement unreliability will translate into 
further selection errors in the criterion.  Consequently, it is expected that gains in true 
mean criterion performance through selection on the observed predictor scores will be 
smaller than the gain in true mean criterion performance through selection on the 
perfectly reliable predictor scores.  Thus,  
H3a: The true mean criterion performance for the observed score accepts 
(applicants selected based on observed predictor scores) will be lower than the true 
mean criterion performance for the true score selects (applicants selected based on 
true predictor scores).  
H3b: Similarly, there will be greater difference in mean true criterion 
performance between the true score accepts and true score rejects than difference in 
mean true criterion performance between the observed score accepts and observed 
score rejects. 
Regarding regression weighting, based on previous findings, Ghiselli et al. 
(1981) argued that unless there (a) is a wide variation in the weights applied to each 
item, (b) low intercorrelations among the items, and (c) small number of items, 
differential weighting is unlikely to have significant effect on the validity or reliability 
of the measure.  Therefore,  
H4: Selection accuracy, mean predictor score, and mean criterion 
performance will be similar either when regression weights are applied or when unit 
weights are applied. 
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Results 
Selection on True vs. Observed Predictor Scores  
 Compensatory model.  Tables 7 and 8 show the simulation results for 
selection accuracy in the predictor for the two compensatory model selection 
conditions (regression- and unit-weight conditions).  In line with the initial findings, 
selection success rates (true accept rates and true reject rates) decreased and selection 
error rates (false accept rates and false reject rates) increased as the selection ratio 
increased.  Not only was this general trend consistent regardless of whether the 
predictor scores were unit-weight or regression-weighted, the value of the rates in 
each of the corresponding conditions were nearly equivalent.  Although not central to 
the purposes of the current thesis, results also showed that the number of applicants 
did not have much influence on the mean selection accuracy rates. 
Table 7 
Percent of Selection Successes and Selection Errors  
Regression-Weighted Composite 
SR = .10 N TA% TR% FA% FR%  
 250 6.3 (.7) 86.3 (.7) 3.7 (.7) 3.7 (.7)  
 500 6.3 (.5) 86.3 (.5) 3.7 (.5) 3.7 (.5)  
 1000 6.3 (.4) 86.3 (.4) 3.7 (.4) 3.7 (.4)  
Mean  6.3 (.6) 86.3 (.6) 3.7 (.6) 3.7 (.6)  
       
SR = .20 250 13.9 (1.0) 73.9 (1.0) 6.1 (1.0) 6.1 (1.0)  
 500 14.0 (.7) 74.0 (.7) 6.0 (.7) 6.0 (.7)  
 1000 14.0 (.5) 74.0 (.5) 6.0 (.5) 6.0 (.5)  
Mean  14.0 (.8) 74.0 (.8) 6.0 (.8) 6.0 (.8)  
       
SR = .40 250 31.7 (1.2) 51.7 (1.2) 8.3 (1.2) 8.3 (1.2)  
 500 31.7 (.8) 51.7 (.8) 8.3 (.8) 8.3 (.8)  
 1000 31.7 (.6) 51.7 (.6) 8.3 (.6) 8.3 (.6)  
Mean  31.7 (.9) 51.7 (.9) 8.3 (.9) 8.3 (.9)  
Note. Values inside the parentheses are the standard deviations for the percentages across 1,000 
replications.  TA% = true accept %; TR% = true reject %; FA% = false accept %; FR% = false 
reject %. 
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Table 8 
Percent of Selection Successes and Selection Errors  
Unit-Weighted Composite 
 N TA% TR% FA% FR%  
SR = .10 250 6.6 (.7) 86.6 (.7) 3.4 (.7) 3.4 (.7)  
 500 6.6 (.5) 86.6 (.5) 3.4 (.5) 3.4 (.5)  
 1000 6.6 (.4) 86.6 (.4) 3.4 (.4) 3.4 (.4)  
Mean  6.6 (.6) 86.6 (.6) 3.4 (.6) 3.4 (.6)  
       
SR = .20 250 14.5 (1.0) 74.5 (1.0) 5.5 (1.0) 5.5 (1.0)  
 500 14.5 (.7) 74.5 (.7) 5.5 (.7) 5.5 (.7)  
 1000 14.5 (.5) 74.5 (.5) 5.5 (.5) 5.5 (.5)  
Mean  14.5 (.8) 74.5 (.8) 5.5 (.8) 5.5 (.8)  
       
SR = .40 250 32.4 (1.1) 52.4 (1.1) 7.6 (1.1) 7.6 (1.1)  
 500 32.4 (.8) 52.4 (.8) 7.6 (.80) 7.6 (.8)  
 1000 32.4 (.6) 52.4 (.6) 7.6 (.6) 7.6 (.6)  
Mean  32.4 (.9) 52.4 (.9) 7.6 (.9) 7.6 (.9)  
Note. Values inside the parentheses are the standard deviations for the percentages across 1,000 
replications.  TA% = true accept %; TR% = true reject %; FA% = false accept %; FR% = false 
reject %.  
 
 Multiple-hurdle model.  Table 9 shows the results for selection accuracy in 
the predictor for multiple-hurdle selection.  Selection errors were more prevalent in 
the multiple-hurdle model.  The results showed that across the number of applicants, 
mean of 48.1% of the applicants selected based on the observed predictor score 
actually would not have been selected on at least one of the hurdles had the selection 
been based on their true predictor score.  Although not modeled in the current thesis, 
selection errors are likely to be more prevalent for multiple-hurdle selection if 
rejected applicants who would have been selected based on true predictor scores 
(false rejects) are considered.
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Table 9 
Percent of Selection Successes and Selection Errors  
Multiple Hurdles 
N TA% FA% 
250 51.5 (9.7) 48.5 (9.7) 
500 52.1 (7.1) 47.9 (7.1) 
1000 52.0 (4.9) 48.0 (4.9) 
Mean 51.9 (7.5) 48.1 (7.5) 
Note. Values inside the parentheses are the standard deviations for the percentages 
across 1,000 replications.  TA% = true accept %; FA% = false accept %.  
 
Mean Comparisons in the Predictor Scores   
Compensatory model.  Tables 10 and 11 outline the mean differences in 
observed predictor scores and true predictor scores between the selected group (true 
accepts and false accepts) and the rejected group (true rejects and false rejects) for 
the two compensatory model selection conditions. 
As was shown in the initial findings, there was a distinct difference between 
the observed and true mean predictor score for the selected applicants and the rejected 
applicants.  Specifically, due to selection errors in each of the selection decision 
groups, true mean predictor scores for the selected group were attenuated compared to 
their corresponding observed mean predictor score, whereas the true mean predictor 
score for the rejected group increased compared to their corresponding observed mean 
predictor score.  This pattern of results was consistent across the predictor weight 
conditions.  
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Table 10 
Observed and True Standardized Mean Predictor Composite Scores for Accepted and 
Rejected Applicants  
Regression-Weighted Composite 
 N Accepted OS Rejected OS Accepted TS Rejected TS 
SR = .10 250 3.41 (.12) .65 (.11) 2.75 (.14) 1.31 (.09) 
 500 3.42 (.09) .65 (.08) 2.75 (.10) 1.31 (.06) 
 1000 3.43 (.06) .64 (.05) 2.75 (.07) 1.31 (.04) 
 Mean 3.42 (.09) .65 (.08) 2.75 (.11) 1.31 (.07) 
      
SR = .20 250 2.64 (.07) .05 (.08) 1.98 (.09) .72 (.07) 
 500 2.65 (.05) .05 (.06) 1.98 (.06) .72 (.05) 
 1000 2.65 (.04) .05 (.04) 1.98 (.04) .72 (.04) 
 Mean 2.64 (.06) .05 (.06) 1.98 (.07) .72 (.06) 
      
SR = .40 250 1.64 (.06) -.82 (.07) .98 (.07) -.16 (.06) 
 500 1.64 (.04) -.82 (.05) .98 (.05) -.16 (.05) 
 1000 1.64 (.03) -.82 (.03) .98 (.03) -.16 (.03) 
 Mean 1.64 (.04) -.82 (.05) .98 (.05) -.16 (.05) 
Notes. Values inside the parentheses are the standard deviations for the percentages 
across 1,000 replications. Accepted OS = observed predictor composite score for 
observed score accepts; Rejected OS = observed predictor composite score for 
observed score rejects; Accepted TS = true predictor composite score for observed 
score accepts; Rejected TS = true predictor composite score for observed score 
rejects.  
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Table 11 
Observed and True Standardized Mean Predictor Composite Scores for Accepted and 
Rejected Applicants 
Unit-Weighted Composite 
 N Accepted OS Rejected OS Accepted TS Rejected TS 
SR = .10 250 3.39 (.13) .69 (.10) 2.79 (.14) 1.29 (.09) 
 500 3.40 (.08) .69 (.07) 2.79 (.09) 1.30 (.06) 
 1000 3.40 (.06) .68 (.05) 2.79 (.07) 1.30 (.04) 
 Mean 3.40 (.09) .69 (.08) 2.79 (.11) 1.30 (.07) 
      
SR = .20 250 2.61 (.08) .09 (.08) 2.01 (.09) .70 (.07) 
 500 2.62 (.05) .09 (.06) 2.01 (.06) .70 (.05) 
 1000 2.62 (.04) .09 (.04) 2.01 (.04) .70 (.04) 
 Mean 2.62 (.06) .09 (.06) 2.01 (.07) .70 (.06) 
      
SR = .40 250 1.61 (.06) -.79 (.07) 1.01 (.06) -.18 (.06) 
 500 1.61 (.04) -.79 (.05) 1.00 (.05) -.18 (.05) 
 1000 1.61 (.03) -.79 (.03) 1.00 (.03) -.18 (.03) 
 Mean 1.61 (.05) -.79 (.05) 1.01 (.05) -.18 (.05) 
Notes. Values inside the parentheses are the standard deviations for the percentages 
across 1,000 replications. Accepted OS = observed predictor composite score for 
observed score accepts; Rejected OS = observed predictor composite score for 
observed score rejects; Accepted TS = true predictor composite score for observed 
score accepts; Rejected TS = true predictor composite score for observed score 
rejects.  
 
Because the scores were standardized, the differences in means between those 
selected and rejected can be expressed in terms of standardized mean differences.  
Across predictor weights and selection ratios, mean differences in the observed 
predictor scores between the selected group and the rejected group attenuated by more 
than one standard deviation when the mean comparisons were made based on their 
corresponding true predictor scores (i.e., change in standardized mean difference was 
greater than 1).  The mean differences attenuated, on average, by 1.33 standard 
deviation for the regression-weight condition, and by 1.22 standard deviation for the 
unit-weight condition (see Table 12).  Looking into how the scores changed for each 
selection decision groups, for the regression-weight condition, true mean predictor 
score for the selected applicants was on average, .66 standard deviation lower than 
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their corresponding observed mean predictor score.  This difference was slightly 
lower for the unit-weight condition (average standardized mean difference of .61).  
On the other hand, true mean predictor score for those rejected was on average .66 
standard deviation higher than their observed mean predictor score (average 
standardized mean difference of .61 for unit-weight condition).   
Standardized mean differences in terms of Cohen’s U3 showed that the 
attenuation in the mean predictor score difference between the comparisons based on 
observed scores to true scores slightly increased as the selection ratio increased (i.e., 
decrease in mean difference was greater as selection ratio increased).  As illustrated in 
Table 12, the decrease in the percent of the rejected applicants’ predictor score 
exceeded by the mean predictor score of the selected group increased from 7.2% in 
.10 selection ratio (99.7% - 92.5%) to 12.0% in .40 selection ratio (99.3% - 87.3%) in 
the regression-weight condition, and 6.5% in .10 selection ratio (99.7% - 93.2%) to 
10.9% in .40 selection ratio (99.2% - 88.3%) in the unit-weight condition.  Put 
differently, for the regression-weight condition, the percentile difference between the 
mean observed predictor score of the rejected group and the mean observed predictor 
score of the selected group, in terms of the distribution of predictor score of the 
rejected group, ranged from 49.7% (for a .10 selection ratio) to 49.3% (for a .40 
selection ratio).  However, the percentile difference between the true mean predictor 
score of the rejected group and the true mean predictor score of the selected group 
ranged from 42.5% (for a .10 selection ratio) to 37.3% (for a .40 selection ratio).  A 
similar pattern was found for the unit-weight condition.   
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Table 12     
Observed and True Score Differences in Standardized Mean Predictor Composite 
Scores between Accepted and Rejected Applicants 
Regression-Weighted Composite 
 Accepted OS – 
Rejected OS 
Accepted TS – 
Rejected TS 
OS difference in 
U3 
TS difference in 
U3 
SR = .10 2.77 1.44 99.7 92.5 
SR = .20 2.59 1.26 99.5 89.6 
SR = .40 2.46 1.14 99.3 87.3 
     
Unit-Weighted Composite 
 Accepted OS – 
Rejected OS 
Accepted TS – 
Rejected TS 
OS difference in 
U3 
TS difference in 
U3 
SR = .10 2.71 1.49 99.7 93.2 
SR = .20 2.53 1.31 99.4 90.5 
SR = .40 2.40 1.19 99.2 88.3 
Notes. Accepted OS – Rejected OS = mean observed predictor score difference between 
observed score accepts and observed score rejects; Accepted TS – Rejected TS = mean 
true predictor score difference between observed score accepts and observed score 
rejects; OS difference in U3 = U3 for Accepted OS – Rejected OS; TS difference in U3 = 
U3 for Accepted TS – Rejected TS.  
 
 Multiple-hurdle model.  Table 13 shows the mean observed and true 
predictor scores for the selected and the rejected applicants.  As was expected, 
observed mean difference between the selected and the rejected applicants was 
attenuated when the comparisons were made based on their respective true scores.  
Note however, that in the multiple-hurdle model, the difference is generally less 
distinct compared to when selection was made based on compensatory model.  As is 
shown on Table 14, the observed mean predictor score difference 1.92, whereas the 
true mean predictor score difference was 1.73.  Thus, mean predictor score difference 
between the selection decision groups only attenuated by .19 when the selected and 
rejected applicants were compared based on their true predictor scores as opposed to 
their observed predictor scores.  Consequently, there was no practical difference 
between each selection decision group’s observed mean predictor score and their 
corresponding true mean predictor score (standardized mean difference was .14 for 
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selected applicants; standardized mean difference was .05 for rejected applicants).  In 
line with these results, change in Cohen’s U3 was less than 2% (97.3% - 95.8%).   
Table 13     
Observed and True Standardized Mean Predictor Composite Scores for Accepted and 
Rejected Applicants  
Multiple-Hurdles 
N Accepted OS Rejected OS Accepted TS Rejected TS 
250 1.43 (.15) -.46 (.04) 1.30 (.16) -.41 (.05) 
500 1.45 (.10) -.46 (.03) 1.31 (.12) -.42 (.04) 
1000 1.45 (.08) -.47 (.02) 1.31 (.08) -.42 (.03) 
Mean 1.44 (.11) -.47 (.03) 1.31 (.12) -.42 (.04) 
Notes. Values inside the parentheses are the standard deviations for the percentages 
across 1,000 replications. Accepted OS = observed predictor composite score for 
observed score accepts; Rejected OS = observed predictor composite score for 
observed score rejects; Accepted TS = true predictor composite score for observed 
score accepts; Rejected TS = true predictor composite score for observed score 
rejects.  
 
Table 14     
Observed and True Score Differences in Standardized Mean Predictor Composite 
Scores between Accepted and Rejected Applicants 
Multiple-Hurdles 
 Accepted OS – 
Rejected OS 
Accepted TS – 
Rejected TS 
OS difference 
in U3 
TS difference 
in U3 
 1.92 1.73 97.3 95.8 
Notes. Accepted OS – Rejected OS = mean observed predictor score difference 
between observed score accepts and observed score rejects; Accepted TS – Rejected 
TS = mean true predictor score difference between observed score accepts and 
observed score rejects; OS difference in U3 = U3 for Accepted OS – Rejected OS; TS 
difference in U3 = U3 for Accepted TS – Rejected TS. 
 
Mean Comparisons in the Criterion 
 Compensatory model.  Tables 15 to 20 show the results for comparisons in 
the difference in true mean criterion performance between the selected and the 
rejected applicants when selection is based on observed predictor score versus true 
predictor score.  These differences are calculated for both unit-weighted and 
regression-weighted compensatory models.   
Results showed that across the predictor weight conditions, the difference in 
mean criterion performance between true score accepts and true score rejects was 
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greater than the mean criterion performance difference between observed score 
accepts and observed score rejects. 
Table 15 
Standardized True Mean Criterion Performance for Observed Score Selection 
Decision Groups and True Score Selection Decision Groups  
Regression-Weighted Composite  
 N OS accepts OS rejected TS accepts TS rejected 
SR = .10 250 1.85 (.30) .89 (.25) 2.30 (.29) .44 (.25) 
 500 1.86 (.21) .88 (.17) 2.31 (.20) .43 (.18) 
 1000 1.86 (.15) .88 (.12) 2.30 (.15) .44 (.12) 
 Mean 1.86 (.23) .88 (.19) 2.30 (.22) .44 (.19) 
      
SR = .20 250 1.33 (.20) .48 (.19) 1.77 (.21) .03 (.18) 
 500 1.33 (.15) .49 (.13) 1.78 (.14) .04 (.13) 
 1000 1.33 (.11) .48 (.09) 1.78 (.10) .04 (.09) 
 Mean 1.33 (.16) .48 (.14) 1.78 (.15) .04 (.14) 
      
SR = .40 250 .66 (.17) -.11 (.16) 1.11 (.15) -.55 (.16) 
 500 .66 (.12) -.11 (.11) 1.11 (.11) -.55 (.11) 
 1000 .66 (.12) -.11 (.11) 1.10 (.08) -.55 (.07) 
 Mean .66 (.13) -.11 (.12) 1.10 (.12) -.55 (.12) 
Notes. Values inside the parentheses are the standard deviations for the percentages 
across 1,000 replications.  OS accepts = true mean criterion performance for observed 
score accepts; OS rejected = true mean criterion performance for observed score 
rejects; TS accepts = true mean criterion performance for true score accepts; TS 
rejected = true mean criterion performance for true score rejects. 
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Table 18 
Standardized True Mean Criterion Performance for Observed Score Selection 
Decision Groups and True Score Selection Decision Groups  
Unit-Weighted Composite  
 N OS accepts OS rejected TS accepts TS rejected 
SR = .10 250 1.67 (.34) .78 (.27) 2.03 (.33) .42 (.29) 
 500 1.69 (.23) .77 (.18) 2.05 (.22) .41 (.19) 
 1000 1.68 (.16) .77 (.14) 2.03 (.16) .42 (.14) 
 Mean 1.68 (.25) .77 (.20) 2.04 (.25) .42 (.21) 
      
SR = .20 250 1.22 (.23) .41 (.20) 1.56 (.22) .07 (.20) 
 500 1.21 (.16) .42 (.14) 1.58 (.15) .06 (.14) 
 1000 1.21 (.12) .41 (.10) 1.56 (.11) .06 (.11) 
 Mean 1.21 (.17) .42 (.15) 1.57 (.17) .06 (.16) 
      
SR = .40 250 .61 (.18) -.11 (.25) .96 (.18) -.46 (.17) 
 500 .61 (.14) -.11 (.29) .96 (.12) -.46 (.13) 
 1000 .61 (.09) -.11 (.09) .96 (.09) -.47 (.08) 
 Mean .61 (.14) -.11 (.23) .96 (.14) -.46 (.13) 
Notes. Values inside the parentheses are the standard deviations for the percentages 
across 1,000 replications.  OS accepts = true mean criterion performance for observed 
score accepts; OS rejected = true mean criterion performance for observed score 
rejects; TS accepts = true mean criterion performance for true score accepts; TS 
rejected = true mean criterion performance for true score rejects. 
 
Perhaps more important than this general pattern is illustrating the degree to 
which the difference in mean criterion performance changes between selection based 
on a battery of observed predictor scores versus a battery of their corresponding true 
predictor scores.  Tables 16 and 19 show these changes in standardized measures of 
effect.  Across selection ratios for the regression-weight condition, mean criterion 
performance for true score selects was .44 standard deviation higher than the mean 
criterion performance for observed score accepts.  Average U3 across selection ratios 
was 67%, indicating that in terms of the distribution of the observed score accepts, 
mean criterion performance of the true score accepts was 17 percentile points higher 
than mean criterion performance of the observed score accepts (see Table 16).  
Although the difference was slightly lower for the unit-weight condition, this general 
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pattern was preserved, with the mean criterion performance for the true score accepts 
being .36 standard deviation higher than the mean criterion performance for the 
observed score accepts.  The average U3 across selection ratios was 64.1%, indicating 
a 14-percentile difference between the mean of the true score accepts and the mean of 
the observed score accepts, in terms of the distribution of the observed score accepts 
(see Table 19).   
Table 16 
Differences in Standardized True Mean Criterion Performance between True Score 
Accepts and Observed Score Accepts 
Regression-Weight Condition 
SR  TS accepts – OS accepts TS accepts – OS accepts in 
U3 
.10 .44 67.0 
.20 .45 67.4 
.40 .44 67.0 
Notes. TS accepts – OS accepts = true mean criterion performance difference between 
true score accepts and observed score accepts; TS accepts – OS accepts in U3 = U3 
for true mean criterion performance difference between true score accepts and 
observed score accepts. 
 
Table 19 
Differences in Standardized True Mean Criterion Performance between True Score 
Accepts and Observed Score Accepts  
Unit-Weight Condition  
SR  TS accepts – OS accepts TS accepts – OS accepts in 
U3 
.10 .36 64.1 
.20 .36 64.1 
.40 .35 63.7 
Notes. TS accepts – OS accepts = true mean criterion performance difference between 
true score accepts and observed score accepts; TS accepts – OS accepts in U3 = U3 
for true mean criterion performance difference between true score accepts and 
observed score accepts. 
 
Also, mean criterion performance difference between the true score accepts 
and true score rejects was greater than the mean criterion performance difference 
between the observed score accepts and observed score rejects.  For the regression-
weighted composite, mean criterion performance difference was greater by .88 to .89 
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standard deviation across selection ratios for the comparisons between true score 
accepts and true score rejects than for the comparisons between observed score 
accepts and observed score rejects.  For example, for a .10 selection ratio, the 
standardized mean difference between true score accepts and true score rejects was 
1.86, whereas the difference was .98 between observed score accepts and observed 
score rejects (see Table 17).  The same pattern of results was found for the unit-
weighted composite, but the magnitude of the difference in the standardized means 
for selection based on true predictor score (i.e., difference between true score accepts 
and true score rejects) versus observed predictor score (i.e., difference between 
observed score accepts and observed score rejects) was slightly lower compared to 
the regression-weight condition, with the standardized mean differences ranging from 
.70 to .72 across selection ratios (see Table 20).   
Change in standardized mean difference in terms of U3 offers another 
interpretation.  For both regression- and unit-weighted conditions, U3 increased by 
more than 10% when comparisons were between true score accepts and true score 
rejects than when they were between observed score accepts and observed score 
rejects.  In other words, the percentile difference between the true mean criterion 
performance of the selected group and the rejected group increased by more than 10% 
when selection was based on perfectly reliable true predictor scores, compared to 
when selection was based on unreliable observed predictor scores.  As expected, the 
increase in U3 was greater as the selection ratio increased, meaning that measurement 
error variance has a greater effect when an organization can afford to be more 
selective. 
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Table 17 
Differences in Standardized True Mean Criterion Performance between Observed 
Score Selection Decision Groups and True Score Selection Decision Groups 
Regression-Weight Condition 
SR OS accepts – 
OS rejects 
TS accepts – 
TS rejects 
OS accepts – OS 
rejects in U3 
TS accepts – TS 
rejects in U3 
.10 .98 1.86 83.7 96.9 
.20 .85 1.74 80.2 95.9 
.40 .77 1.65 77.9 95.1 
Notes. OS accepts – OS rejected = true mean criterion performance difference 
between observed score accepts and observed score rejects; TS accepts – TS rejected 
= true mean criterion performance difference between true score accepts and true 
score rejects; OS accepts – OS rejected in U3 = U3 for true mean criterion 
performance difference between observed score accepts and observed score rejects; 
TS accepts – TS rejects in U3 = U3 for true mean criterion performance difference 
between true score accepts and true score rejects. 
 
Table 20 
Differences in Standardized True Mean Criterion Performance between Observed 
Score Selection Decision Groups and True Score Selection Decision Groups 
Unit-Weight Condition 
SR OS accepts – 
OS rejects 
TS accepts – 
TS rejects 
OS accepts – OS 
rejects in U3 
TS accepts – TS 
rejects in U3 
.10 .91 1.62 81.9 94.7 
.20 .79 1.51 78.5 93.5 
.40 .72 1.42 76.4 92.2 
Notes. OS accepts – OS rejected = true mean criterion performance difference 
between observed score accepts and observed score rejects; TS accepts – TS rejected 
= true mean criterion performance difference between true score accepts and true 
score rejects; OS accepts – OS rejected in U3 = U3 for true mean criterion 
performance difference between observed score accepts and observed score rejects; 
TS accepts – TS rejected in U3 = U3 for true mean criterion performance difference 
between true score accepts and true score rejects. 
 
Multiple-hurdle model.  Similar to the results in the compensatory model 
condition, mean criterion performance of the true score accepts was greater than the 
mean criterion performance of the observed score accepts (see Table 21).  However, 
the difference in criterion performance was only slight.  In terms of standardized 
measures of effect, criterion performance of the true score accepts was only .06 
standard deviation above criterion performance of the observed score accepts.  
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Consequently, U3 between the true score accepts and observed score accepts was 
only 52.4%, indicating that there was almost a perfect overlap in the distribution of 
criterion performance between the true score accepts and observed score accepts (see 
Table 22).  
Table 21 
Standardized True Mean Criterion Performance for Observed Score Selection 
Decision Groups and True Score Selection Decision Groups  
Multiple-Hurdles Condition 
N OS accepts OS rejected TS accepts TS rejected 
250 .33 (.05) -.19 (.07) .39 (.05) -.22 (.07) 
500 .33 (.04) -.19 (.05) .39 (.03) -.23 (.05) 
1000 .33 (.03) -.19 (.04) .39 (.03) -.23 (.03) 
Mean .33 (.05) -.19 (.04) .39 (.05) -.23 (.05) 
Notes. Values inside the parentheses are the standard deviations for the percentages 
across 1,000 replications.  OS accepts = true mean criterion performance for observed 
score accepts; OS rejected = true mean criterion performance for observed score 
rejects; TS accepts = true mean criterion performance for true score accepts; TS 
rejected = true mean criterion performance for true score rejects. 
 
Table 22  
Differences in Standardized True Mean Criterion Performance between True Score 
Accepts and Observed Score Accepts 
Multiple-Hurdles Condition 
TS accepts – OS accepts TS accepts – OS accepts in U3 
.06 52.4 
Notes. TS accepts – OS accepts = difference in mean true criterion performance 
between true score accepts and observed score selects; TS accepts – OS accepts in U3 
= U3 for difference in mean true criterion performance between true score accepts and 
observed score accepts.  
 
 Results for the mean criterion performance difference between the selection 
decision groups was greater when selection was based on true predictor scores 
compared to when selection was based on observed predictor scores (i.e., difference 
in mean criterion performance greater between true score accepts and true score 
rejects than between observed score accepts and observed score rejects).  However, 
the change in mean criterion difference was relatively small (standardized mean 
difference was .62 between true score accepts and true score rejects, whereas 
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standardized mean difference was .52 between observed score accepts and observed 
score rejects).  Distribution overlap in criterion performance between the selected 
group and the rejected group increased from 69.9% when selection was based on the 
observed predictor score (i.e., distribution overlap between observed score accepts 
and observed score rejects) to 73.2% when selection was based on the true predictor 
score (i.e., distribution overlap between true score accepts and true score rejects).  In 
other words, the percentile difference between the mean criterion performance of the 
selected group and the rejected group increased from 19.9% when selection was based 
on the observed predictor score to 23.2% when selection was based on the true 
predictor score (see Table 23).   
Table 23    
Differences in Standardized True Mean Criterion Performance between Observed 
Score Selection Decision Groups and True Score Selection Decision Groups  
Multiple-Hurdles Condition 
OS accepts – OS 
rejects 
TS accepts – TS 
rejects 
OS accepts – OS 
rejects in U3  
TS accepts – TS 
rejects in U3 
.52 .62 69.9 73.2 
Notes. OS accepts – OS rejects = difference in true mean criterion performance 
between observed score accepts and observed score rejects; TS accepts – TS rejects = 
difference in true mean criterion performance between true score accepts and true 
score rejects; OS accepts – OS rejects in U3 = U3 for difference in true mean criterion 
performance between observed score accepts and observed score rejects; TS accepts 
– TS rejects in U3 = U3 for difference in true mean criterion performance between true 
score accepts and true score rejects. 
 
Predictor Composite Scores: Unit Weights vs. Regression Weights 
 Consistent with the initial findings, predictor weights did not have much 
influence on the percent of selection success and selection error, and their mean 
predictor scores.  However, selected applicants in the regression-weight condition 
consistently had higher mean criterion performance than the selected applicants in the 
unit-weight condition for both when selection was based on observed predictor score 
or true predictor score.  For selection based on observed predictor score, standardized 
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mean difference was .18 for a .10 selection ratio, .12 for a .20 selection ratio, and .05 
for a .40 selection ratio.  For selection based on true predictor score, standardized 
mean difference was .26 for a .10 selection ratio, .21 for a .20 selection ratio, and .14 
for a .40 selection ratio.   
Discussion 
Negative consequences of less-than-perfect predictor measures may be 
exacerbated or reduced based on the features of the data (e.g., validity, reliability of 
the predictors) or external parameters of the selection situation (e.g., selection ratio, 
score combination rules) that largely influence the overall worth of the selection 
instrument.  The primary purpose of the current thesis was to illustrate that because of 
measurement unreliability, what the organization actually gains from selection, in 
terms of selection accuracy, mean predictor score, and mean criterion performance, is 
likely lower compared to what the organization could have gained with more reliable 
predictor battery.  In addition to calculating the rates of selection accuracy and 
selection errors, I made several mean comparisons in terms of standardized measures 
of effect that convey the practical gains in predicted performance (as indicated by 
predictor scores), and criterion performance that organizations can incur through 
selection based on reliable predictor battery.  This work is important because it 
illustrates the impact that common organizational selection practices have on practical 
outcomes of the organization.   
An important aspect of the study is worth pointing out.  As Roth et al. (2011) 
suggested, careful attention needs to be placed in aligning the population estimates in 
meta-analytic matrices to be used as input values in a simulation study, and the 
theoretical level of population at which the conclusions are intended for (e.g., 
incumbents vs. applicants).  Simulations in the current thesis were based on an input 
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correlation matrix that included recent meta-analytic findings that are more refined.  
Specifically, the criterion-related validity for cognitive ability was updated to include 
validity estimates across three-levels of job complexity (high-, medium-, and low-
complexity).  Also, the correlations were corrected for range restriction.  In turn, the 
correlation values more accurately captured the relationship among the study 
variables at the construct level, and for the appropriate population (applicant level).  
Selection Accuracy 
Organizations must make selection decisions based on the applicants’ 
observed scores across predictors.  Yet, because each predictor is a less-than-perfectly 
reliable indicator of the underlying construct it intends to measure, these observed 
scores will deviate randomly from their corresponding true scores.  Because of this, 
organizations may reject applicants who actually meet the cutoff for selection, or 
select applicants who do not actually meet the cutoff.  Simulation results for 
compensatory model selection showed that a lower selection ratio was associated with 
lower rate of selection errors.  These results were aligned with the range restriction in 
the error variance.  However, the proportion of selection errors among the selected 
applicants was slightly higher with greater selectivity (lower selection ratios).  In fact, 
across conditions, results showed that the proportion of selection errors among the 
selected applicants (false accepts) is considerable.  Specifically, the mean percentages 
of false accepts among the selected applicants (calculated as the proportion of 
percentage false accepts over percentage selected) were roughly 37% for .10 selection 
ratio (
€ 
3.69
10 ), 30% for .20 selection ratio (
€ 
6.01
20 ), and 21% for .40 selection ratio 
(
€ 
8.33
40 ).  For the multiple-hurdle model, mean rate of false accepts was over 48%.  
From the organization’s perspective, these numbers might be alarming, as falsely 
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accepted applicants pose a greater problem to its productivity because these applicants 
are in an immediate position to potentially undermine the organization’s performance.   
Results of the current thesis illustrated the practical effect that measurement 
unreliability can have on selection accuracy.  Based on the results of the current 
study, two issues are evident that should be of interest to organizations looking to 
reduce or minimize the losses due to selection errors.  First, it is critical for 
organizations to evaluate the acceptability of their selection battery in terms of 
measurement reliability and the level of selection consistency it provides.  Second, 
organizations should actively seek ways to improve reliability of their selection 
procedures.   
Obviously, selection errors are less likely to occur to the extent that the 
predictor measures are reliable.  However, it is not apparent how much reliability is 
needed to ensure certain level of selection accuracy.  Results from the current 
simulations showed that selection errors were prevalent even when the alpha 
reliability estimates for each individual predictor variables was higher than the 
popularly used benchmark of .70, which is probably a very low benchmark especially 
for personnel selection settings where the personal and legal stakes might be high 
(Lance et al., 2006).   
There are a number of methods that can be used to estimate the level of 
selection accuracy under given parameters (including the reliability of the measure).  
However, some of these methods are restrictive, such as applying only to 
dichotomously scored items, applying only to compensatory models, or lacking direct 
implications for prediction accuracy and subsequent utility estimation (e.g., Huynh, 
1976; Livingston & Wingersky, 1979; Subkoviak, 1976).  Livingston and Lewis 
(1995) introduced a classification accuracy estimation method that can be applied to 
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more variety of conditions where many restrictive assumptions are not necessary.  
Although the computation process itself is complex, simulations have shown their 
results to be highly accurate.  In this method, observed score Xi is transformed to a 
scale ranging from 0 to 1 by subtracting the minimum score of the measurement scale 
from Xi, and dividing this difference by the range of the measurement scale (Xmax – 
Xmin).  Then, based on the distribution of observed proportional scores, distribution of 
the true proportional scores is estimated based on a method developed by Lord (1965; 
see also Hanson, 1991, pp. 3-9).  Classification accuracy is then estimated by the rate 
of agreement between the type of classification (selected vs. rejected) based on the 
test taker’s observed scores and their corresponding true scores.  Livingston and 
Lewis (1995) applied this method to estimate the classification accuracy statistics in 
seven different types of tests that differed from each other in the content, format, and 
statistical characteristics (multiple-choice test used in the licensing of elementary 
school teachers, Advanced Placement Program, and a test consisting of holistically 
scored essays or problems for teachers seeking alternate-route certification).  Each 
test was divided into two half-tests, and the applicants’ selection consistency in each 
of the two half-tests was described as the actual classification accuracy rate of the 
test.  Livingston and Lewis applied their method to data from each half-tests.  The 
results showed that for all seven tests, selection accuracy estimates were within .02 of 
the actual classification rates.   
It is strongly recommended that organizations analyze the expected values and 
variability of selection success (or error) rates based on reasonable estimates of their 
own selection conditions prior to the application of a predictor battery.  Simulation 
scenarios may be the best way to conduct the analysis, though as mentioned there may 
be limited situations where direct psychometric formulas may apply.  Such practice 
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has the potential to improve selection and save costs that are involved in replacing 
erroneously hired applicants.   
Even with these a priori measures to minimize measurement error variance or 
estimate the extent to which selection errors will occur under a given condition, it 
should be noted that in practice, selection accuracy may not be as high as anticipated 
because measurement reliability is conditional upon characteristics that are specific to 
the sample (e.g., ability, motivation, interaction between the items and the applicants) 
that the organization does not have full control over (Hambleton, Swaminathan, & 
Rogers, 1991).   
There are several sources of error in the measurement process, such as test-
taker or rater characteristics or motivations, measurement length, and the general 
quality or complexity of the items.  As briefly mentioned earlier, applying 
generalizability theory can provide valuable information regarding the influence that 
such factors have on measurement error (Hambleton & Slater, 1997).  Several studies 
have shown that generalizability theory can be applied to credentialing tests that are 
often used as a component of a selection battery, and that their results are dependable 
(e.g., Brennan, 1992).  More importantly, these studies have shown that they can 
provide practical answers regarding potential ways to improve measurement 
reliability.  For example, Brennan and Johnson (1995) applied generalizability theory 
to examine the variance in measurement error that number of raters and measurement 
length provide.  Results showed that longer measures assessed by single raters are less 
affected by error variance than shorter measures assessed by multiple raters.  Thus, it 
is recommended that researchers and practitioners might consider how more complex 
forms of measurement error might influence the accuracy of selection and prediction, 
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and then develop practical recommendations that then can make the selection 
procedure more accurate.   
Results also showed that organizations could reduce selection errors that 
disadvantage them by being more selective.  Doing so restricts the range of error 
variance among the selected applicants, thus the true scores of the applicants selected 
based on restrictive selection are likely to be higher and therefore more acceptable, 
even if they deviate (are lower than) the observed score.  This notion is in line with 
Feldt, Steffen, and Gupta’s (1985) findings.  With all five SEM estimation methods 
the authors used in their study, they found evidence that the level of standard error is 
conditional upon the raw score distribution of the measure.  Specifically, standard 
error peaked at the middle of the score distribution (SEM was greater), and gradually 
declined as the scores reached either extremes of the distribution.  Despite the 
psychometric advantages however, it may not be practical or possible to be more 
selective (e.g., there are certain number of slots that must be filled; cost associated 
with recruitment).  Improved measurement on the predictor and criterion sides of the 
equation, combined with improvements in recruiting and training, might be more 
viable recourses. 
Mean Comparisons in the Predictor  
 As noted, measurement error variance can meaningfully alter the applicants’ 
observed predictor scores from their corresponding true scores.  Because selection is 
based on the unreliable observed scores of the predictors, selection errors occur where 
mean true scores of the falsely hired applicants are attenuated compared to their 
respective observed scores, and mean true scores of the falsely rejected applicants are 
higher compared to their respective observed scores.  To illustrate the effect that 
measurement unreliability has on mean predictor score, I compared the mean 
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difference between the selected applicants (true accepts and false accepts) and the 
rejected applicants (true rejects and false rejects) for both observed and true scores.   
 Across the two predictor-weight conditions in the compensatory model, mean 
observed predictor score for the selected applicants was greater compared to the mean 
observed predictor score for the rejected applicants by more than two standard 
deviations regardless of the number of applicants or the selection ratio.  Their 
corresponding true score difference however, was attenuated by more than one 
standard deviation for each condition. For example, under the regression-weight 
condition, with a .10 selection ratio, the standardized mean difference in the observed 
mean predictor score between selected applicants and rejected applicants was 2.77.  
However, difference in their corresponding true score was only 1.44.  This general 
pattern was also found in the multiple-hurdle model, but the change in mean predictor 
score difference from observed score to true score was much smaller compared to the 
results for compensatory model condition.   
Organizations make their selection decisions based on predictor scores that are 
thought to measure constructs related to job performance.  Given that there is a linear 
relationship between the predictor battery and the criterion of interest, top-down 
selection on a predictor composite should lead to improved performance on the 
criterion.  Thus, given the same selection parameters, a predictor battery that provides 
a more distinct difference between the selected group and the rejected group in terms 
of mean scores is more valuable for the purpose of achieving a higher level of 
performance from selection than a predictor battery that does not.  The results of the 
current simulations showed that the observed mean score difference between the 
selection decision groups does not convey the whole story.  Rather, because of 
measurement error, the distinction that is actually made between the selected 
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applicants and the rejected applicants in terms of mean predictor score is actually 
much smaller than what the organization thought to have gained from using the 
predictor battery.  
Mean Comparisons in the Criterion  
 Perhaps of more immediate interest to organizations, I examined how 
measurement unreliability affects the desired outcomes of selection in terms of mean 
difference in true criterion performance when selection was based on observed 
predictor scores versus true predictor scores.   
 As expected, there was a greater difference in mean criterion performance 
between true score accepts and true score rejects than between observed score 
accepts and observed score rejects.  Simulations were conducted not to verify this 
obvious expectation, but to determine the amount of these differences under realistic 
conditions.  For compensatory model selection, on average, the difference between 
true score accepts and true score rejects was .88 standard deviation greater than the 
difference between observed score accepts and observed score rejects for the 
regression-weight condition, and .72 standard deviation for the unit-weight condition.   
Also, there was a distinct difference in true mean criterion performance 
between the observed score accepts and the true score accepts.  Specifically, in the 
regression-weight condition, criterion performance for the true score accepts was .44 
standard deviations higher than the criterion performance for the observed score 
accepts.  The difference was .36 standard deviations for the corresponding groups in 
the unit-weight condition.  Although these standardized mean differences translate to 
small-to-medium effect based on Cohen’s rule of thumb where .20 is a “small” effect 
and .50 is a “medium” effect (Cohen, 1992), they may have important practical 
impact depending on the situation.  For example, an increase in the dollar value 
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associated with even a small increase in criterion performance may be steep 
depending on the other parameters such as SDy (Schmidt et al., 1979).  In addition, I 
only compared the mean differences in criterion performance for individuals in 
isolation, which does not capture the added benefit that “star players” provide by 
single-handedly lifting the performance of coworkers – or the cost of not hiring them.  
Of course, there is also the benefit of not hiring “bad apples” who spoil the 
performance of an entire group – or the cost of erroneously selecting them due to 
measurement error variance.  To the extent that these effects are true, then the benefits 
of reliable predictor scores is likely to be greater than those expressed in these 
simulation results.  Likewise, the costs of measurement error variance – the 
unrealized positive and realized negative effects – are likely greater than those shown 
here.   
 In contrast to the compensatory model conditions, in the multiple-hurdle 
condition, difference in mean criterion performance between true score accepts and 
true score rejects was only slightly greater compared to the difference in mean 
criterion performance between observed score accepts and observed score rejects.  
Specifically, criterion score difference between the selected group and the rejected 
group increased by only .10 standard deviation when selection was based on true 
predictor scores rather than the observed predictor scores.  Similarly, the mean 
criterion performance for the true score accepts was only .06 standard deviation 
higher than the mean criterion performance for the observed score accepts.  This can 
be attributed again to the fact that selection is not optimized at each step of the 
multiple-hurdle selection process.  Again, the general pattern of the results is in line 
with the expectations, but the actual magnitude of these differences has implications 
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for the usefulness of reliable predictor scores and compensatory vs. multiple-hurdle 
selection methods.   
Predictor Composite Scores: Regression Weights vs. Unit Weights  
 Current results are in accord with historical findings (Ghiselli et al., 1981; 
Guilliksen, 1950; Wainer, 1976; Wilks, 1938), that regression-weighted and unit-
weighted composite scores were very similar (high correlations between them for 
each condition), leading to a small effect size difference in criterion performance 
between applicants selected based on the regression-weighted vs. unit-weighted 
predictor scores.  Unit-weights are generally preferred to avoid the potential for 
capitalization on chance when using regression-based scores, especially if composite 
selection score must be generated based on small sample sizes (Bobko, Roth, & 
Buster, 2007).   
Predictor Score Combination Models  
 There are fundamental differences in how selection is conducted in 
compensatory model and multiple-hurdle model.  Thus, the general choice of the 
selection model has important effect on the applicants who are selected, and their 
predicted or actual performance (Chester, 2003).  Via simulation, the current thesis 
demonstrated distinct differences between the two selection methods.  As indicated 
earlier, longer composite on the compensatory selection model provide more reliable 
selection results than selection on each constituent measurements in the predictor 
battery, as is done in the multiple-hurdle model.  Despite this important advantage, 
multiple-hurdle model is a more popular method of selection because of practical 
limitations associated with compensatory model selection (e.g., cost).  Any 
differences in the simulation results thus provide basis for comparisons between a 
more reliable vs. a more popular selection method.   
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Note that even where only 7% of the applicant pool was selected, the mean 
predictor score and actual criterion performance for selected applicants under the 
multiple-hurdle model were generally lower compared with that for the compensatory 
model.  This is to be expected because multiple-hurdle selection creates direct and 
incidental range restriction that reduces variance in both the predictor and the 
criterion (Guion, 1998; Sackett, Laczo, & Arvey, 2002).  Specifically, selection on the 
cognitive ability test in the initial hurdle creates direct range restriction on that 
variable, but that creates incidental range restriction not only on the criterion, but also 
on the second and third hurdles where direct selection (range restriction) is yet to 
occur.  Applicants might have scored above the direct cutoff on the second and third 
hurdles, but were eliminated because they did not pass the first hurdle.  This leads to 
mean scores for each predictor that are generally lower than in compensatory model 
condition, and therefore mean predictor score will be lower as well.  In short, 
selection is not optimized for the cutoff on each predictor variable in multiple-hurdle 
selection.   
 It is also worth noting that in the multiple-hurdle model, the change in the 
degree of observed mean versus true mean predictor score composite difference 
between the selected group and the rejected group is smaller compared with the 
corresponding change in the compensatory model condition.  This is also the case for 
the difference in true mean criterion performance between the observed score accepts 
and the true score accepts.  These results can also be attributed to the non-optimal 
range restriction effects in multiple-hurdle selection that was mentioned previously.  
Although multiple-hurdle models are more popular, they are less efficient in 
producing desired outcomes.   
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Multiple factors influence the effectiveness of predictor scores used in 
personnel selection.  However, these influences can get ignored or lost in translation 
when communicating how they affect practical outcomes of personnel selection 
strategies.  The current thesis examined how much influence measurement error 
variance has on the quality of selection, illustrated in terms selection accuracy, or the 
consistency between observed scores leading to the same selection decision as true 
scores, and their implications for actual criterion performance of the applicants in 
each group defined by selection accuracy (i.e., true accepts, true rejects, false accepts, 
false rejects).  
Limitations and Future Directions 
Several limitations of the current research should be noted as indicators of 
where future research on how selection and prediction accuracy contribute to utility.  
First, although our correlations are based on current meta-analytic estimates of 
reliability, predictor intercorrelations, and validity, these estimates in specific 
situations may deviate in meaningful ways that are not due to sampling error.  
Second, the correlations involving structured interview and biodata may be especially 
suspect because these measures are methods and not constructs; they therefore can be 
quite different depending on the selection context or the construct(s) that the methods 
were designed to capture (Arthur & Villado, 2008).  For the purposes of the present 
simulation, parameter estimates were intended to be reasonable but not only to 
illustrate the general principles of the effect of measurement unreliability on selection 
accuracy and performance utility; however, future research could vary the number of 
predictors and patterns of correlation to investigate specific situations and/or more 
general properties.   
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Third, the current simulations were based on the unidimensional job 
performance assumption on the grounds that multidimensional job performance 
criterion has often not been justified empirically when performance ratings across 
dimensions are highly intercorrelated (Van Iddekinge & Ployhart, 2008; Viswesvaran 
et al., 2005).  Note that the use of overall job performance does not necessarily 
contradict multidimensional theories of job performance (e.g., Campbell et al., 1996).  
Rather, overall job performance may be thought of as a combination of distinct-but-
correlated dimensions that might be literally or subjectively averaged across different 
dimensions (Rotundo & Sackett, 2002).  In fact, several studies have shown that 
overall supervisory performance ratings reflect both task and contextual job 
performance factors (e.g., Borman, White, & Dorsey, 1995; Johnson, 2001; Kiker & 
Motowidlo, 1999; MacKenzie, Podsakoff, & Fetter, 1991; Orr, Sackett, & Mercer, 
1989; Werner, 1994).  Thus, it is advised that even though real world data on job 
performance might be unidimensional, performance measurement still needs to 
involve multidimensional theories of job performance.   
Fourth, future research might examine multiple criteria simultaneously, as 
other simulations have demonstrated that consideration of multiple criteria (and 
variability in weights given to each component) can greatly influence composite 
validity.  For example, Murphy and Shiarella (1997) showed that by varying the 
weights for the predictors (cognitive ability and conscientiousness) and the criteria 
(task and contextual performance), and the standard deviations of the two criterion 
performance dimensions, the central 95% of the distribution of obtained values across 
the weightings of predictors and criteria ranged from .20 to .78.  Results indicated that 
depending on the weights placed on the predictors and the criteria (or theoretically, 
how the organization chooses to define performance), the validity of a predictor 
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battery might substantially improve or decrease.  Thus, future research on selection 
and prediction accuracy needs to consider a future where data from performance 
measures support multidimensionality, for one because they are more reliable than the 
dismal average level of reliability of .52 found in Viswesvaran and Ones’ (2000) 
meta-analysis. 
Fifth, future studies should examine how organizations might change their 
selection practices given these findings.  Organizations could decide to raise or lower 
their selection ratio.  However, the number of needed applicants and the minimally 
acceptable standard for satisfactory performance is not likely to change. Thus, 
organizations might consider how recruiting and training contribute to selection utility 
formulas by improving the yield of qualified applicants pre-hire and by endowing 
applicants with qualifications post-hire, respectively. 
Sixth, the current simulations rely on a CTT approach to reliability estimation.  
Future research could extend the simulations by identifying sources of systematic 
error variance and use of generalizability to model this error and estimate reliability in 
a more complex and realistic manner.   
Concluding Comments  
 The current thesis extended results found in the traditional utility tables by 
capturing a more complete representation of selection accuracy, beyond what is 
provided in the Taylor-Russell model.  In addition, I compared mean predicted 
performance (MPP) from a predictor composite of observed scores versus MPP from 
a similar composite of true scores. Results indicate specific practical gains in 
performance that could be realized by improving the reliability of predictor measures 
(i.e., reducing both selection errors and prediction errors).  This is more detailed and 
informative than what a reliability coefficient alone would tell you.   
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